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Intense craving for a drug is a critical feature of addiction and a strong trigger for
drug use and relapse. Though positive and negative affective states in rodents can be
monitored in real-time through ultrasonic vocalization (USV) emissions, few animal
studies have determined the role of emotional status as a motivational factor for abuse of
drugs other than psychostimulants. Our laboratory has recently developed reliable, highspeed analysis techniques (WAAVES) to compile USV counts and acoustic
characteristics during morphine self-administration sessions. We found that while chronic
and intermittent morphine access showed comparable levels of locomotor activity
throughout all morphine self-administration, intermittent access induced a significantly
higher proportion of frequency-modulated (FM) USVs during and before these sessions.
We then used WAAVES to analyze USVs in male selectively-bred high-alcoholdrinking (HAD-1) rats during an alcohol drinking paradigm called drinking-in-the-dark
(DID). USVs were analyzed for daily 7-hours sessions across 8 weeks. The findings
revealed that male HAD-1 rats have a baseline negative affect that is enhanced by alcohol
intake. Additionally, we found that the mean frequency of both positive and negative
affect USVs was decreased by ethanol consumption.
vii

The final study in this dissertation examined USVs before, during, and after
drinking in both male and female HAD-1 rats. We found that male HAD-1 rats had a
higher proportion of negative-affect USVs relative to positive-affect USVs than female
HAD-1 rats, regardless of EtOH experience. However, within-groups analyses revealed
that EtOH did increase negative affect relative to the animals’ baseline affect.
Furthermore, female HAD-1 rats had an elevated negative affect that persisted after
alcohol drinking. This effect was not observed in Control animals.
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Chapter 1: Background
OVERVIEW
Substance abuse disorders (SUDs) have a powerful impact on the health of
individuals, their families, and their communities. SUDs are notorious for causing
disability and other chronic diseases such as diabetes and heart disease. This has resulted
in significant costs to families, employers, and publicly funded health problems.
Substance abuse disorders will soon outrank all physical diseases as a major cause of
disability (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2014).
Current research on SUDs focuses on the neural pathways and behaviors involved
in drug seeking and drug consumption. These studies have made a substantial impact on
our overall knowledge of the pathology of SUDs, but have not resulted in a highly
effective treatment or cure. The primary goal of the research in this dissertation is to
present evidence for an objective marker for affective responses to drug administration
that could ultimately become a target for the development of pharmacological treatment
of SUDs.

EMOTIONAL ASPECTS OF REWARD IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Both positive and negative emotionality are established motivators of substance
abuse. Affective status pervades every aspect of drug abuse, including initial drug intake,
escalation of consumption, experience of reward, development of tolerance, withdrawal
and relapse. The initial motivating factor for drug consumption in most individuals is the
opportunity for a euphoric experience. Research has shown that the prospect of hedonia is
a particularly strong motivator for drug seeking in individuals with increased negative
emotions (Dermody, Cheong, & Manuck, 2013; Schlauch, Gwynn-Shapiro, Stasiewicz,
1

Molnar, & Lang, 2013). Alternatively, positive emotional status is associated with drug
avoidance in those with SUDs (Schlauch et al., 2013). The desire to continue
experiencing the hedonic effects of a drug inevitably leads to the escalation of drug intake
and development of tolerance to its rewarding effects. Eventually, the consumption
progresses from a source of positive reinforcement to activation of brain stress and antireward systems that drive aversive states (Koob, 2013; Koob & Le Moal, 1997). Intense
drug cravings are another emotional driver of continued drug consumption. For example,
drug-associated environmental cues can serve as strong triggers for emotional craving,
leading to more drug seeking and eventually relapse in abstinent individuals (Childress et
al., 1999).
Emotional status is a critical component of drug dependence that is often ignored
in traditional studies. Examining emotional status in animal models of drug abuse may
help better conceptualize this poorly understood motivator of substance abuse, and could
help develop novel targets for treatment of SUDs. For example, a pharmacological agent
that reduces the emotions associated with drug craving could potentially prevent drug
relapse and ultimately reduce drug-seeking behaviors in dependent individuals.

ULTRASONIC VOCALIZATIONS IN RODENTS AS AN ANIMAL MODEL OF
AFFECT
Studies have shown that rats are a highly vocal species and emit vocalizations in
both appetitive and aversive situations (Brudzynski, 2005, 2009, 2013). These
vocalizations occur in the ultrasonic range, which is defined as being above 20 kHz in
frequency. Kim et al. and Lopuch & Popik showed that ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs)
serve as a communication tool between rats to transmit emotional status to conspecifics.
This maximizes the ability of rats to coordinate their actions with one another in order to
2

accomplish a common goal (e.g., to obtain food for nourishment and survival) (Kim,
Kim, Covey, & Kim, 2010; Lopuch & Popik, 2011). Therefore, USVs are considered to
be a reflection of rodents’ real-time emotional status and are widely accepted as an
animal model of affect (Brudzynski, 2013; Burgdorf et al., 2008).

Subtypes of Ultrasonic Vocalizations and their Neural Correlates
Knutson et al. presented the theory that the frequency of USVs allows researchers
to distinguish between the positive and negative affective states of rats (Knutson,
Burgdorf, & Panksepp, 2002). Rats transmit positive affect via 50-55 kHz USVs and
negative affect via 22-28 kHz USVs (Brudzynski, 2013). Emission of each of these
subtypes has very specific triggers and associated neural pathways.
50-55 kHz USVs occur from approximately 35 to 90 kHz and generally range in
duration from 5 ms to 50 ms, although there are calls that fall on both sides of this range.
The frequency of any individual USV can be modulated substantially (Burgdorf et al.,
2008; Burgdorf & Moskal, 2010; Wright, Gourdon, & Clarke, 2010). In fact, the 50-55
kHz USVs are further divided into two subcategories: those with flat frequency and those
with modulated frequency. Both subcategories are emitted during appetitive states, but
studies have shown that the frequency-modulated calls are associated with reward
whereas the flat calls serve as a social coordinating function (Burgdorf & Moskal, 2010;
Burgdorf, Panksepp, & Moskal, 2011; Wohr, Houx, Schwarting, & Spruijt, 2008). The
flat calls may also play a critical role in feeding behaviors (Takahashi, Kashino, &
Hironaka, 2010). FM USVs are elicited by food, sex, drugs of abuse and exposure to a
play partner or familiar conspecific (Burgdorf & Moskal, 2010; Burgdorf et al., 2011).
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Under normal laboratory conditions, rats typically emit a high number of 50-55 kHz flat
and FM calls.
The positive affect USVs are mediated through the ascending mesolimbic
dopaminergic pathway (Burgdorf, Knutson, Panksepp, & Ikemoto, 2001; Burgdorf,
Wood, Kroes, Moskal, & Panksepp, 2007; Thompson, Leonard, & Brudzynski, 2006).
This pathway plays an important role in substance abuse and dependence, and
encompasses dopaminergic neurons extending from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to
the nucleus accumbens (NuAcc) (Burgdorf et al., 2007; Ikemoto, 2007). Microinjection
of dopamine agonists such as amphetamine directly into the NuAcc reliably induces 5055 kHz USVs in rats (Burgdorf, Knutson, Panksepp, & Ikemoto, 2001; Thompson et al.,
2006). This is a substance that is established as being highly rewarding, so we can
conclude that this neural pathway and emission of 50-55 kHz USVs are tightly coupled.
Furthermore, electrical stimulation of the VTA induces 50-55 kHz USVs whereas 6hydroxydopamine lesions of this brain structure reduce the number of emitted 50-55 kHz
USVs (Burgdorf et al., 2007). Taking all this evidence together, we can conclude that
dopamine neurons in the VTA are responsible for initiating both positive affect and 50-55
kHz USVs via release of dopamine in the NuAcc (Brudzynski, 2013).
On the other hand, the 22-28 kHz, or negative affect, USVs occur between 20 to
30 kHz, are greater than 200 ms in duration, and display very little modulation in
frequency across one individual call (Brudzynski, 2013). This category of vocalization is
elicited by aversive stimuli such as pain, illness, or the presence of a predator. They serve
as social communicators of fear or alarm (Kim et al., 2010). In general, USVs in this
category occur less frequently than 50-55 kHz USVs in the average lab rat. In fact, this
call type is rarely emitted under normal laboratory conditions.
4

22-28 kHz USVs are initiated by the ascending mesolimbic cholinergic system
(Brudzynski, 2001, 2007; Brudzynski, Iku, & Harness Nee Savoy, 2011). This pathway
consists of the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus, periaqueductal gray, anterior hypothalamic
area, medial preoptic area, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, ventral pallidum, diagonal
band, and the septum. Microinjections of muscarinic agents into the anterior
hypothalamic area and lateral septum in particular reliably induce 22-28 kHz USVs
(Brudzynski, 2001). Activating the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus with glutamate, an
excitatory neurotransmitter, is known to induce 22-28 kHz USVs. However, these calls
are significantly decreased when the area is pretreated with the muscarinic antagonist
scopolamine. From this, we can conclude that cholinergic activity in these target areas is
responsible for the induction of both negative states and 22-28 kHz USVs.

The Role of Ultrasonic Vocalizations in Substance Abuse Research

Stimulants
It is only recently that USVs have received increased attention in drug abuse
studies. Research on psychostimulant drugs and USVs has shown that cocaine and
amphetamine increase 50-55 kHz USVs during both short-term (Ahrens, Ma, Maier,
Duvauchelle, & Schallert, 2009; Maier, Ahrens, Ma, Schallert, & Duvauchelle, 2010; Mu
et al., 2009; Wintink & Brudzynski, 2001) and long-term (Barker et al., 2010; Browning
et al., 2011) consumption. Moreover, environments associated with cocaine and
amphetamine elicit enhanced 50-55 kHz USVs ((Knutson, Burgdorf, & Panksepp, 1999;
Ma, Maier, Ahrens, Schallert, & Duvauchelle, 2010; Maier et al., 2010). Also, brief
abstinence from cocaine and cocaine context increases the number of emitted 50-55 kHz
5

USVs in non-dependent, cocaine-experienced rats (Maier et al., 2010). These effects in
non-dependent animals reveal USVs as an extremely sensitive measure of changing
emotional status. This supports the notion that USVs represent associative learning
between drug and drug-associated cues, and serve as a measure or drug craving. The
impact of this measure is critical—this means that USVs can be utilized to predict future
drug relapse behavior.

Opiates
The literature pertaining to USVs and drugs of abuse focuses largely on the 50-55
kHz USVs and stimulants, as discussed above. Though few studies have examined the
effects of morphine on USV emissions, aside from two early reports (Burgdorf, Knutson,
Panksepp, & Shippenberg, 2001; Knutson et al., 1999), the most recent studies show little
or no effect of experimenter-administered morphine administration on USV emissions
(Hamed et al., 2012; Simola et al., 2012; Simola, Frau, Plumitallo, & Morelli, 2014;
Wright, Deng, & Clarke, 2012). Although FM USVs in the 50-55 kHz range are known
to directly reflect hedonic properties of drug use, it is likely that their emission is
impacted by the form of delivery (i.e. self-administration vs. experimenter-administered).
Given the fact that opiates have a pharmacological mechanism of action distinct from
psychostimulants, it is not surprising that the current morphine USV literature departs
does not exactly simulate USVs induced by cocaine and amphetamine. For instance, the
pharmacological effects of stimulants are perfectly in line with the production of 50-55
kHz USVs: they increase dopamine in the brain by directly acting on the same pathway
that is responsible for producing these positive affect-associated USVs. Opiates, on the
other hand, also affect this dopaminergic pathway, but in an indirect fashion through
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disinhibition of inhibitory receptors. It is possible that this mechanistic difference is
reflected in unique effects on 50-55 kHz USVs that are not easily detected using the same
analyses we are accustomed to with stimulants. Because of this disparity, USVs in
response to opiate administration may require a more careful analysis of data that goes
beyond standards in the field. Chapter 2 of this dissertation aims to clarify the effects of
opiates on 50-55 kHz USVs by assessing the USV count data in a novel way.

Alcohol
22-28 kHz USVs receive much less attention in drug abuse studies compared to
50-55 kHz USVs. This is likely because most studies record USVs exclusively during
exposure to drugs and their associated cues, which increase accumbal dopamine.
However, in the alcohol literature, 22-28 kHz USVs have been intentionally provoked by
exposure to aversive air-puff stimuli in alcohol-dependent animals undergoing alcohol
withdrawal (Berger, Williams, McGinnis, & Walker, 2013; Knapp & Pohorecky, 1995;
Williams et al., 2012). Further investigation is necessary to determine the role of negative
affect in drug abuse. As described below, our laboratory has recently contributed to this
goal by examining 22-28 kHz USVs and negative affect in an animal model of
alcoholism (Reno et al., 2015; Thakore et al., 2016).

Summary
USVs are a powerful and non-invasive tool that serves as a real-time measure of
the affective and motivational states of rats before, during, and after drug consumption.
Furthermore, it is well established that USVs display patterns of drug craving and relapse
that are not revealed in common laboratory measures of behavior such as locomotor
7

activity and lever presses. Most importantly, USVs can be used to discover and develop
novel treatment strategies that curb or abolish drug use in humans. This may be
accomplished by the use of pharmacotherapeutic interventions that alter baseline USV
profiles.

SELECTIVELY BRED RATS IN THE STUDY OF ALCOHOLISM
Alcoholism is an area of drug abuse research that has not been heavily explored
with regard to USVs. One of the major roadblocks to the study of alcoholism in an
animal model is that most heterogeneous stock rats do not voluntarily consume enough
ethanol to achieve pharmacologically relevant blood alcohol concentrations. To
overcome this lack of adequate ethanol consumption, researchers employ experimental
manipulations such as fluid deprivation (Sandi, Borrell, & Guaza, 1990), scheduled
availability (Holloway, Bird, & Devenport, 1984), sucrose-fading procedures (Samson,
1986), and forced induction of dependence (Deutsch & Eisner, 1977; Roberts, Heyser,
Cole, Griffin, & Koob, 2000). These manipulations do result in pharmacologically
relevant blood alcohol concentrations, but also introduce experimental confounds (e.g.,
stress, rewarding aspects and taste of sucrose, motivation to consume ethanol) that cloud
the interpretation of results.
One solution to this is the use of rat lines selectively bred to consume
pharmacologically relevant amounts of ethanol. These animals have been bred based on
their preference of ethanol and have produced at least five high-alcohol-consuming lines
as well as their corresponding low-alcohol-consuming lines (Bell et al., 2012). One
particular strain that this dissertation focuses on is called the High-Alcohol-Drinking, or
HAD-1 rat, which is bred from a background line of N/NIH heterogeneous stock rat.
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There is literature that has set forth specific criteria for what constitutes an appropriate
animal model of alcoholism (Lester & Freed, 1973). These criteria include 1) voluntary
alcohol consumption; 2) pharmacologically relevant blood alcohol concentrations after
drinking; 3) ethanol should be consumed for its pharmacological effects only; 4) ethanol
should be reinforcing; 5) development of tolerance to ethanol; 6) animals should become
dependent on ethanol after chronic consumption and display signs of withdrawal (cite
refs). McBride and Li have proposed a seventh criterion, which is that animals must also
display signs of relapse (McBride & Li, 1998). It is critical to note that these criteria
closely mirror the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual’s criteria for diagnosis of an alcohol
use disorder in humans. The HAD-1 rat line meets most of these criteria, but is not nearly
as well-studied as the more common Alcohol-Preferring (P) rat line. Studies of gene
expression in the VTA and amygdala have shown that differences in several genes
unrelated to alcoholism may contribute to disparate drinking behaviors among the various
selectively-bred rat strains (McBride et al., 2012; McBride et al., 2013).
There is ample evidence that heightened emotional states increase ethanol
consumption in vulnerable individuals. For example, alcoholics and heavy drinkers
display both enhanced negative urgency and positive urgency (Bjork, Hommer, Grant, &
Danube, 2004; Dom, Hulstijn, & Sabbe, 2006; Rubio et al., 2008). Furthermore, these
traits are heritable, as children of parents with substance abuse disorders often externalize
these behaviors even before the initiation of alcohol or substance abuse (Verdejo-Garcia,
Lawrence, & Clark, 2008). For these reasons, the application of an animal model of affect
(USVs) to an animal model of alcoholism (HAD-1 rat line) provides the ideal backdrop
to investigate the interaction of emotional phenotype and vulnerability to excessive
alcohol drinking.
9

SEX DIFFERENCES IN DRUG ABUSE
Until recently, research on drugs of abuse has focused largely on males, with
females falling by the wayside. Researchers are just beginning to realize the importance
of studying drug effects in females because sex differences in humans are beginning to
emerge with regard to recreational drug use. The gap between adolescent males and
females has shrunk considerably with regard to drug abuse since the year 2000
(Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2013a). These numbers
will likely continue to along this trend as women and girls experience greater
opportunities and freedom within our culture.

Human Research on Sex Differences in Drug Abuse
Generally speaking, males are more likely than females to abuse all types of illicit
or recreational drugs (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,
2014). Their illicit drug use is also more likely to lead to overdose deaths and
hospitalizations. Although men have higher rates of drug and alcohol dependence than
women, women have an equal chance of becoming dependent (Anthony, Warner, &
Kessler, 1994). However, the number of women abusing prescription and illicit drugs is
rising at an alarming rat (Keyes, Martins, Blanco, & Hasin, 2010). It is also possible that
this gender difference is more a reflection of opportunity and access rather than
vulnerability (Van Etten & Anthony, 2001; Van Etten, Neumark, & Anthony, 1999).
Importantly, women are more vulnerable to craving and relapse (Fox, Morgan, & Sinha,
2014; Hitschfeld et al., 2015; Kennedy, Epstein, Phillips, & Preston, 2013; Kippin et al.,
2005; Robbins, Ehrman, Childress, & O'Brien, 1999; Rubonis et al., 1994). For example,
female cocaine and heroin users had higher craving than males after past-hour exposure
to drug cues. With regard to the burden this creates on our healthcare system, more men
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than women are generally in treatment for substance abuse disorders (Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration, 2012). However, it is clear that the
progression of substance abuse disorders differs between men and women, and as a
result, women typically present with more severe medical, behavioral, and psychological
problems than their male counterparts when they seek treatment. Based on current
research, we can conclude that this is due to the fact that women progress more quickly
from initial use to dependence on a substance than men (Greenfield, Back, Lawson, &
Brady, 2010). Studies have shown that women increase their rate of consumption of
alcohol, marijuana, opioids, and stimulants more quickly than men and find it more
difficult to cease their intake than men do (Brady & Randall, 1999; Hernandez-Avila,
Rounsaville, & Kranzler, 2004; Lynch, Roth, & Carroll, 2002; Mann et al., 2005; Randall
et al., 1999).
Additionally, ovarian hormones play a role in sex differences with regard to
responses to drugs of abuse. For example, several positive subjective effects of
amphetamine were enhanced during the follicular phase relative to the luteal phase. Also,
these effects were positively correlated with estrogen levels (Justice & de Wit, 1999). It is
critical that we understand differences between the two sexes on a fundamental level
because this disparity is a grave issue of public health that impacts individuals, families,
and communities as a whole.

Sex Differences in Alcoholism
Most of the clinical and pre-clinical research on sex differences in drug abuse has
focused on psychomotor stimulants. However, alcoholism in women is becoming a larger
public health problem than in past years. Historically, men consume more alcohol than
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women, but more recent data suggest that the gap in consumption between men and
women is closing. For example, in respondents aged 12 and over, the percentage of
females who were current drinkers increased between 2002 and 2012, but males did not
(Keyes et al., 2010). Sex differences in alcohol use behaviors in humans emerge by the
end of adolescence and persist well into adulthood (Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, 2007). Moreover, the human literature indicates that although
women drink less than men overall, they experience more long-term health problems.
The risk of cirrhosis, heart damage, and cancer is more than twice as high in women than
in men (Lancaster, 1995; Norton, Batey, Dwyer, & MacMahon, 1987). Additionally,
research suggests that women are more vulnerable than men to the brain-damaging
effects of alcohol, and require shorter periods of excessive drinking before seeing
negative effects than men (Harper, Smith, & Kril, 1990; Lishman, Jacobson, & Acker,
1987).
There are also some neurobiological differences at the preclinical level that
warrant further investigation on this topic. For instance, during ethanol withdrawal, male
rats have an increased plasma corticosterone, whereas female rats have increased plasma
and brain levels of allopregnenalone (Carroll & Anker, 2010). Also, withdrawal from a
high dose of ethanol can be altered by peripherally-produced anticonvulsant steroids
(Devaud & Chadda, 2001). Neurochemical studies have shown that male and female rats
have differences in both GABA-ergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission. For example,
male rats that had consumed alcohol chronically showed a decrease in GABA alpha-1
subunits in the cerebral cortex, whereas female rats did not (Veatch, Wright, & Randall,
2007).
Very few animal studies have addressed sex differences with regard to positive
and negative emotional states associated with alcohol use, withdrawal, and relapse, in
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part because these effects are difficult to measure. However, applying USVs to an animal
model of alcoholism using subjects of both sexes provides a potential solution to this
problem. The final experiment in this dissertation attempts to address this issue by
recording USVs from male and female HAD-1 rats before, during, and after ethanol
consumption.
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Chapter 2: Positive affect-associated USVs enhanced during
intermittent, but not daily morphine self-administration in rats
ABSTRACT
Intense craving for the drug is a critical feature of opiate addiction and a strong
trigger for drug use and relapse. Though positive and negative affective states in rodents
can be monitored in real-time through ultrasonic vocalization (USV) emissions, few
animal studies have determined the role of emotional status as a motivational factor for
opiate abuse.

Indeed, current literature on this topic is comprised of seemingly

conflicting reports. However, our laboratory has developed reliable, high-speed analysis
techniques to compile USV counts and acoustic characteristics and can conduct USV
experiment during morphine self-administration sessions. Therefore, we are able to
contribute to the literature in ways that have not as of yet been examined. For this
experiment, we hypothesized that the pattern and type of USVs elicited in response to
morphine self-administration would be significantly influenced by the timing and
delivery of morphine availability. In this study, male Wistar rats had access to morphine
or saline during a total of 20 self-administration sessions. For the “Chronic” group,
access to self-administered morphine was given on a daily basis (5 day/wk X 4 wks). For
the “Intermittent” group, animals were given access to self-administered morphine on a
variable schedule (e.g., 20 sessions distributed over 6 wks). 50-55 kHz USV counts (FM
and flat), morphine intake and locomotor activity were tabulated for all sessions. Findings
showed that while Chronic and Intermittent Morphine groups showed comparable levels
of locomotor activity throughout all morphine self-administration, the Intermittent
Morphine group had significantly higher proportion of frequency-modulated (FM) USVs
during these sessions.

In addition, during the drug-free interval prior to morphine

availability (e.g., morphine anticipation) locomotor activity and FM USV proportions
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were significantly greater for Intermittent Morphine group during the last 10 sessions
compared to Chronic. These data suggest that the schedule of morphine ingestion has a
profound effect on conditioned and unconditioned effects of self-administered morphine.
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INTRODUCTION
Opiate drugs play an important role in society, in part due to their well-established
analgesic properties (Kanjhan, 1995; Rosenblum, Marsch, Joseph, & Portenoy, 2008).
Unfortunately, these compounds rank among the most addictive drugs in human history
(Gruber, Silveri, & Yurgelun-Todd, 2007; Kalant, 1997). The prevalence of prescription
opioid misuse and abuse has escalated at an alarming rate in the United States in the past
two decades (McHugh, Nielsen, & Weiss, 2015). Each year, there are approximately 1.9
million new prescriptions for opioids, making it one of the most commonly initiated
drugs in health care (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,
2013a, 2013b). There are 12.5 million Americans who report the abuse of prescription
opioids, and rates of accidental overdose and treatment admissions for dependence have
increased exponentially (Calcaterra, Glanz, & Binswanger, 2013; Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration, 2013b; Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, 2014). For these reasons, their motivational mechanisms of
action have become an important area of research.
Intense craving for the drug is a critical feature of opiate addiction and is
established as a strong trigger for drug use and relapse. Environmental stimuli and cues
associated with drug taking experiences are powerful stimulators of opiate craving in
humans (Childress, McLellan, & O'Brien, 1986; Sell et al., 1999).

However, the

emotional aspects of craving are difficult to assess in an animal model. Ultrasonic
vocalizations (USVs) emitted by rats are considered to be a reflection of their real-time
emotional state and are widely accepted as animal models of affect (Brudzynski, 2013;
Burgdorf et al., 2008). Rodents emit USVs in the 50-55 kHz and 22-28 kHz ranges,
which are reliably associated with positive and negative emotional states, respectively
(Burgdorf et al., 2008; Burgdorf et al., 2011; Panksepp, 2011). USVs have received
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increased attention in drug abuse studies because administration of cocaine (Maier,
Abdalla, Ahrens, Schallert, & Duvauchelle, 2012), amphetamine (Ahrens et al., 2009)
and drug-associated cues (Ma et al., 2010; Maier et al., 2010) increase 50-55 kHz
frequency-modulated (FM) USV emissions.

Therefore, we can utilize ultrasonic

vocalizations as a tool to examine affective responses to morphine anticipation and selfadministration.
Most of the literature pertaining to drug abuse and USVs centers on stimulants
such as cocaine and amphetamine. Though few studies have examined the effects of
morphine on USV emissions, aside from two early reports (Burgdorf, Knutson,
Panksepp, & Shippenberg, 2001; Knutson et al., 1999), the most recent studies show little
or no effect of experimenter-administered morphine administration on USV emissions
(Hamed et al., 2012; Simola et al., 2012; Simola et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2012).
Although FM USVs in the 50-55 kHz range are known to directly reflect hedonic
properties of drug use, these properties may be blunted when drugs are administered by
the experimenter since the animals cannot exert voluntary control over the timing and
delivery of drugs. Indeed, no previous study examining the emotional properties of
morphine through USV emissions has employed a self-administration paradigm, the most
accurate parallel to voluntary human drug use experience. In order to determine the
emotional response to self-administered morphine, Wistar rats were allowed to selfadminister Morphine (or Saline) during 2-hr sessions for a total of 20 sessions. Groups
were sub-divided into “Chronic” and “Intermittent” groups to determine potential effects
of self-administration schedule. During these sessions, ultrasonic vocalizations, lever
responses and locomotor activity data were recorded for later analyses.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We used five-week-old male Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories, Inc.,
Wilmington, MA) for this study. During handling and lever response training (4 weeks
total), the rats were group housed in polypropylene cages. After surgery, the animals
were single housed. All animals were kept under a reversed 12:12 light/dark cycle. Only
during daily handling, after lever response acquisition and recovery from surgery, was
food provided ad libitum. At all other times, the animals were food restricted to maintain
body weight. Animals were tested daily between 6 a.m. and 1 p.m., with weekends off.

Procedures
Apparatus
Lever response training and self-administration sessions were conducted in
single-lever operant chambers (28 × 22 × 21 cm). The operant chambers were located
within sound-attenuating boxes (Med Associates, St. Albans, VT) to minimize external
noise and light. During conditioning, catheterized rats were intravenously connected via
tubing to a sterile morphine (0.5 mg/kg/injection) or saline syringe (0.1 ml/injection)
mounted on a motorized pump (Razel Scientific Instruments, Model A, St. Albans, VT).
Lever responses elicited during signaled intervals resulted in a 6-s infusion of either
morphine or saline solution, accompanied by the blinking of a stimulus light above the
lever (i.e., 15 times during the 6-s infusion). Three sets of photobeams, two positioned
5 cm from each sidewall and one in the center, were used to assess locomotor activity.
Ultrasonic microphones were positioned on the side of the operant chamber with a
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maximal distance of 22 cm to ensure digital recording of USVs. Photobeam interruptions
and USVs were assessed for the entire session in 10-min intervals.

Lever Response Training
All animals underwent lever response training for sucrose pellets (45 mg, P.J.
Noyes, Lancester, NH) on a fixed ratio-1 (FR-1) reinforcement schedule. Animals were
trained for lever response for 10 days in 10-min sessions. Lever presses resulted in the
delivery of a sucrose pellet cued by a short illumination of a stimulus light above the
lever.

Jugular Catheterization Surgery
The catheterization surgical procedure was performed as previously described
(Depoortere, Li, Lane, & Emmett-Oglesby, 1993). Briefly, all animals were surgically
implanted with a catheter made out of Silastic tubing (8.5 cm, 0.64 mm o.d.), of which
one end was connected to a cannula endpiece (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA). Anesthesia
was maintained and delivered through a gas delivery system (VetEquip, Inc., Pleasanton,
CA) and consisted of an isoflurane (2.5–4%; AErrane, Baxter Healthcare, Deerfield, IL)
and oxygen (0.8 l/min; Airgas Southwest, Corpus Christi, TX) mixture. After the catheter
was inserted into the right jugular vein and secured with surgical suture, its connected
endpiece was subcutaneously guided towards an incision on top of the head. Before
closing the jugular incision, three drops of the antibiotic gentamicin sulfate (50 mg/ml)
were applied to inhibit infection. The catheter was fixed on the skull with four stainless
steel anchor screws (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) embedded in acrylic cement. The anti19

inflammatory and analgesic drug carprofen (5 mg/kg) was also administered
subcutaneously. The antibiotic Timentin, 0.1 ml (100 mg/1.5 ml), diluted in heparinized
saline (1 U/ml heparin), was intravenously administered to the animals during the
recovery period. Pre-sessions and self-administration sessions commenced after a 1-week
recovery from the surgery. Heparinized saline (0.1 ml, i.v.) was daily administered to the
animals to maintain catheter patency and to test catheter function.

Self-administration Sessions and Experimental Groups
Self-administration (SA) sessions took place for 20 days for each group of
animals. The number of days between sessions varied depending on schedule of access
(i.e. Chronic vs. Intermittent). The rats were randomly assigned to one of the following
four groups: Chronic Morphine (n=9), Intermittent Morphine (n=7), Chronic Control
(n=10), and Intermittent Control (n=7). The Chronic groups’ sessions were conducted for
5 consecutive days per week for 4 weeks (see Table 1). The Intermittent group selfadministered morphine the same number of days, but their self-administration schedule
was unpredictable (see Table 2). Experimental sessions for all groups were comprised of
a 10-min pre-session “Anticipatory” interval, immediately followed by a 2-hr morphine
(or saline) self-administration session. Daily sessions commenced as follows: Animals
were placed into dark operant chambers for 10 min (prior to drug availability) for
assessment of USVs and locomotor activity prior to drug availability. After the pre-drug
interval, the house light was illuminated and the lever was available for the next
120 minutes. During self-administration sessions, USVs, locomotor activity and the
number of morphine infusions were recorded.
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Drug
Morphine HCl (0.5 mg/kg/injection; RTI International, Triangle Park, NC) was
dissolved in sterile 0.9% sodium chloride. Animals were weighed daily to assure a
morphine dose of 0.5 mg/kg body weight per infusion delivered immediately after each
lever response.

USV Recording
Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) were recorded in a range of 10–250 kHz on a PC
using CM16 microphones and an UltraSoundGate interface (Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin,
Germany) at a sampling rate of 250 kHz and a 16-bit resolution. Considering rat and test
chamber size, the approximate distance between the centered microphone and the
animal’s head during test sessions could range from 5 cm to 28.4 cm.

USV Analysis Procedures
Frequency-modulated (FM) 50 kHz and 22 kHz USV counts were quantified
using the WAAVES algorithm as previously described (Reno, Marker, Cormack,
Schallert, & Duvauchelle, 2013). Briefly, the WAAVES algorithm applies a set of
conditions to define 50 kHz FM and 22 kHz USVs and to filter out noise elements prior
to tabulation. In the current study, 50-55 kHz USV acoustic characteristics, such as the
amount of frequency modulation (FM) was determined such that USVs could be
classified as either FM (variation in frequency of =>5 kHz across each USV) or flat (<5
kHz frequency across each USV). Acoustic parameters and sound conditions were
defined largely in accordance with existing USV literature (Brudzynski, 2009; Burgdorf
et al., 2008; Yee, Schwarting, Fuchs, & Wohr, 2012). Certain settings (e.g. minimum call
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duration and intercall intervals) were based on our experience with noise filtering during
USV data collection.

Statistical Analyses
50-55 kHz FM/Flat USVs, locomotor activity and morphine infusions
All data collected during Anticipatory intervals (FM/flat USV ratio and locomotor
activity) and Self-Administration sessions (FM/Flat USVs, locomotor activity and
morphine infusions) were analyzed using a 2 drug (Morphine vs. Control) x 2 Selfadministration (SA) schedule (Chronic vs. Intermittent) x 20 session mixed design
ANOVA.
When the 3-way interaction was significant, we conducted a number of 2
condition x 10 session ANOVAs to determine the effects of increasing levels of
morphine experience. Specifically, we compared pairs of the four drug x schedule
conditions (Chronic Morphine, Chronic Control, Intermittent Morphine, and Intermittent
Control) and their effects in the early Anticipatory intervals and Sessions (Days 1-10) and
in the late Anticipatory intervals and Sessions (Days 11-20). When a 2-way interaction
was significant, we conducted posthoc tests comparing the group effect separately on
each day.

RESULTS
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Anticipatory Intervals
50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs
In this section, we compare the proportion of 50-55 kHz FM/flat calls during the
anticipation phase across the drug and SA schedule groups over the 20 experimental
sessions. Using a 2 drug (Morphine vs. Control) x 2 SA schedule (Chronic vs.
Intermittent) x 20 session mixed design ANOVA, we find a main effect of SA schedule
[F(1, 29) = 9.073, p=.005] as well as the three-way interaction [F(19, 551) = 2.086,
p=.005].
To explore the effects associated with this three-way interaction we conducted a
number of 2 condition x 10 session ANOVAs. Specifically, we compared pairs of the
four drug x SA schedule conditions (Chronic-Morphine, Chronic-Control, IntermittentMorphine, and Intermittent-Control) and their effects in the early Anticipatory intervals
(defined as sessions 1-10) and in the late Anticipatory intervals (defined as sessions 1120). We turn to these analyses now.

Anticipatory 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Chronic Morphine vs. Intermittent
Morphine
For Anticipatory intervals 1-10, the main effect of group [F(1, 14) = 4.015,
p=.065] was marginally significant The condition x session interaction [F(9, 126) =
2.351, p=.017] was significant, whereas the session effect was non-significant. Posthoc
tests indicate that the proportion of FM calls did not differ across the Intermittent and
Chronic Morphine conditions during the early Anticipatory intervals, but was larger in
the Intermittent-MS condition later in learning (e.g., sessions 8 and 9).
During Anticipatory intervals 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 14) =
6.048, p=.028] and session [F(9, 126) = 3.855, p<.001] were significant. The condition x
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session interaction was non-significant. The results suggest that the proportion of FM
calls was larger in the Intermittent Morphine condition (mean proportion FM calls =
.614) than in the Chronic Morphine condition (mean proportion FM calls = .530; see Fig.
1).

Anticipatory 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Chronic Control vs. Intermittent Control
There were no significant effects between conditions during Anticipatory
intervals during Sessions 1-10. For Sessions 11-20, the condition x session interaction
[F(9, 135) = 2.378, p=.016] was significant. No other effects were significant. The results
suggest few differences in the proportion of FM calls, although the general pattern is for
the proportion of FM calls to be larger in the Intermittent-Control condition (see Fig. 2).

Anticipatory 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Chronic Morphine vs. Chronic Control
There were no significant effects during Sessions 1-10. For Sessions 11-20, the
main effects of session [F(9, 153) = 2.276, p=.020] was significant. The condition x
session interaction [F(9, 153) = 1.889, p=.057] was marginally significant. The results
suggest that the proportion of FM calls is generally higher in the Chronic Control
condition, but this effect was only significant in sessions 14 and 18.

Anticipatory 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Intermittent Morphine vs. Intermittent
Control
During Anticipatory intervals 1-10, the condition x session interaction [F(9, 108)
= 1.996, p=.046] was significant. No other effects were significant. The results suggest
that the proportion of FM calls remained fairly constant in the Intermittent Control
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condition but generally increased in the Intermittent Morphine condition. Even so, no
differences in the proportion of FM calls across these two conditions emerged. There
were no significant effects during Sessions 11-20.

Anticipatory Intervals
Locomotor activity
We begin with a 2 drug (morphine vs. control) x 2 SA schedule (chronic vs.
intermittent) x 20 session mixed design ANOVA. The main effects of drug [F(1, 29) =
8.007, p=.008], SA schedule [F(1, 29) = 11.111, p=.002], and session [F(19, 551) =
2.899, p=.001] were significant. These effects were qualified by a significant three-way
interaction between drug, SA schedule and session [F(19, 551) = 1.688, p=.034]. No
other effects were significant.
To explore the effects associated with this three-way interaction we conducted a
number of 2 condition x 10 session ANOVAs. Specifically, we compared pairs of the
four drug x SA schedule conditions (Chronic-Morphine, Chronic-Control, IntermittentMorphine, and Intermittent-Control) and their effects in the early Anticipatory intervals
(sessions 1-10) and in the late Anticipatory intervals (sessions 11-20). We turn to these
analyses now.

Anticipatory Locomotor Activity: Chronic Morphine vs. Intermittent Morphine
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of session [F(9, 126) = 1.855, p=.065] was
marginally significant, whereas the condition and condition x session interaction were
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non-significant (see Fig. 1). The results suggest that there was a marginally significant
decline in locomotor activity across the 10 sessions.
For Sessions 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 14) = 6.657, p=.022] and
session [F(9, 126) = 4.883, p=.001] were significant. The condition x session interaction
was non-significant. The results suggest that the Chronic-Morphine group was
significantly less active (mean photo beam breakage = 227.807) than the IntermittentMorphine group (mean photo beam breakage = 296.376; see Fig. 3).

Anticipatory Locomotor Activity: Chronic Control vs. Intermittent Control
For Sessions 1-10, the main effect of condition [F(1, 15) = 5.581, p=.032] was
significant, whereas the session and condition x session interaction were non-significant.
The results suggest that the Chronic-Control group was significantly less active (mean
photo beam breakage = 209.370) than the Intermittent-Control group (mean photo beam
breakage = 255.557).
For Sessions 11-20, the main effect of condition [F(1, 15) = 5.302, p=.036] was
significant, whereas the session and condition x session interaction were non-significant.
The results suggest that the Intermittent Control (mean photo beam breakage = 239.207)
was significantly more active than the Chronic Control group (mean photo beam
breakage = 190.380, see Fig. 4).

Anticipatory Locomotor Activity: Chronic Morphine vs. Chronic Control
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 17) = 9.793, p=.006], and
session [F(9, 153) = 2.010, p=.042] were significant. The condition x session interaction
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was non-significant. The results suggest that the Chronic-Morphine group was
significantly more active (mean photo beam breakage = 252.867) than the ChronicControl group (mean photo beam breakage = 209.370). The results also suggest that there
was a significant decline in overall locomotor activity across the 10 sessions.
For Sessions 11-20, the main effects of session [F(9, 153) = 2.566, p=.009] was
significant and condition effects [F(1, 17) = 3.303, p=.087] were marginally significant.
The condition x session interaction was non-significant. The results suggest that the
Chronic-Morphine group was marginally significantly more active (mean photo beam
breakage = 227.807) than the Chronic-Control group (mean photo beam breakage =
190.380). The results also suggest that there were significant changes in locomotor
activity across the 10 sessions.

Anticipatory Locomotor Activity: Intermittent Morphine vs. Intermittent Control
For sessions 1-10, the main effects of session [F(9, 108) = 1.909, p=.058] was
marginally significant. The condition and condition x session interactions were nonsignificant.
For Sessions 11-20, the condition x session interaction was significant [F(9, 108)
= 2.093, p=.036] was significant, and the main effect of condition [F(1, 12) = 4.217,
p=.062] was marginally significant. The effect of session was non-significant. The results
suggest that the Intermittent-Morphine group was (marginally) significantly more active
(mean photo beam breakage = 296.376) than the Intermittent-Control group (mean photo
beam breakage = 239.207), but this effect was qualified by the significant condition x
session interaction. Posthoc tests to explore this interaction between the Intermittent-
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Morphine and Intermittent-Control groups revealed locomotor activity was significantly
higher in the Intermittent-Morphine group in sessions 12, 13, and 16.

Self-Administration Sessions
Morphine and Saline Infusions
In this section, we compare the number of self-administered morphine and saline
infusions during self-administrations session across the drug and SA schedule groups
over the 20 experimental sessions. We begin with a 2 drug (Morphine vs. Control) x 2 SA
schedule (Chronic vs. Intermittent) x 20 session mixed design ANOVA. The main effects
of SA schedule [F(1, 29) = 5.222, p=.030] and session [F(19, 551) = 11.517, p<.001]
were significant, as were the drug x session interaction [F(19, 551) = 4.198, p=.001] and
the SA schedule x session interaction [F(19, 551) = 4.028, p=.001]. These effects were
qualified by a significant three-way interaction between drug, SA schedule and session
[F(19, 551) = 4.357, p=.001]. The main effect of drug was non-significant.
To explore the effects associated with this three-way interaction we conducted a
number of 2 condition x 10 session ANOVAs. Specifically, we compared pairs of the
four drug x SA schedule condition and their effects in the early sessions (defined as
sessions 1 – 10) or in the late sessions (defined as sessions 11-20). We turn to these
analyses now.

Self-Administered Chronic Morphine vs. Intermittent Morphine Infusions
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 14) = 7.765, p=.015] and
session [F(9, 126) = 5.809, p<.001] were significant, whereas the interaction was not The
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results suggest that the Chronic Morphine group obtained significantly more infusions
(mean number of infusions = 10.156) than the Intermittent Morphine group (mean
number of infusions = 6.426).
For Sessions 11-20, the main effect of session [F(9, 126) = 3.587, p=.001] was
significant, whereas the main effect of condition and the interaction were not (see Fig. 5).

Self-Administered Chronic Control vs. Intermittent Control Infusions
During Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 15) = 5.450, p=.034],
session [F(9, 135) = 6.246, p<.001], and the condition x session interaction [F(9, 135) =
3.754, p<.001] were significant. The results suggest that the Intermittent Control group
(mean number of infusions = 18.729) made significantly more non-reinforced lever
responses compared to the Chronic Control group (mean number of infusions = 7.376).
This effect was generally larger in the later sessions (8-10).
For Sessions 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 15) = 8.371, p=.011],
session [F(9, 135) = 6.448, p<.001] and the condition x session interaction [F(9, 135) =
5.257, p<.001] were significant. The results suggest that the number of non-reinforced
lever responses endured and even increased in the Intermittent Control group (mean
number of infusions = 30.257) but not in the Chronic Control group (mean number of
infusions = 8.426) in remaining self-administration sessions (see Fig. 6).

Self-Administered Chronic Morphine vs. Chronic Control Infusions
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 17) = 3.258, p=.089] was
marginally significant. The main effect of session [F(9, 153) = 4.295, p=.001] and the
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condition x session interaction [F(9, 153) = 6.773, p<.001] were significant. Post-hoc
analyses showed that the Chronic Morphine group had more infusions in Sessions 3, 7, 8,
and 9 (p <0.05 for all).
During Sessions 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 17) = 13.108, p=.002]
was significant, whereas the session effect and the condition x session interaction was
non-significant. The results suggest that the Chronic-Morphine group self-administered
significantly more infusions (mean number of infusions = 16.678) than the ChronicControl group (mean number of infusions = 8.426) after increased morphine experience.

Self-Administered Intermittent Morphine vs. Intermittent Control Infusions
During Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 12) = 4.645, p=.052],
session [F(9, 108) = 5.021, p<.001] and the condition x session interaction session [F(9,
108) = 1.947, p=.053] were all significant. The results suggest that the number of nonreinforced infusions self-administered by the Intermittent Control animals were
significantly greater than the number of morphine infusions self-administered by the
Intermittent Morphine group. This difference was generally larger in the later blocks (610).
During Sessions 11-20, the main effect of session [F(9, 108) = 3.445, p=.001],
and the condition x session interaction were significant [F(9, 108) = 5.162, p<.001],
whereas the main effect of condition was not. The results suggest that the Intermittent
Morphine group obtained significantly fewer infusions, but that the effect disappeared in
the later sessions.
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Self-Administration Sessions
50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs
We compared the proportion of 50-55 kHz FM/flat calls during the session phase
across the drug and SA schedule groups over the 20 experimental sessions. We begin
with a 2 drug (morphine vs. control) x 2 SA schedule (chronic vs. intermittent) x 20
session mixed design ANOVA. The drug x SA schedule interaction [F(1, 29) = 3.845,
p=.060] was marginally significant. The drug x session interaction [F(19, 551) = 1.921,
p=.011] was significant. No other effects were significant.
Although the three-way interaction was not significant during the session phase, it
was during anticipation so we conducted the same series of 2 condition x 10 session
ANOVAs that we conducted for the anticipation phase. Specifically, we compared pairs
of the four drug x SA schedule conditions (Chronic-Morphine, Chronic-Control,
Intermittent-Morphine, and Intermittent-Control) and their effects in the early sessions
(defined as sessions 1 – 10) or in the late sessions (defined as sessions 11-20). We turn to
these analyses now.

Self-Administration Sessions: 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Chronic Morphine vs.
Intermittent Morphine
During Sessions 1-10, the main effect of condition [F(1, 14) = 4.648, p=.049] was
significant (see Fig. 8). No other effects were significant. The results suggest that the
proportion of FM calls was larger in the Intermittent Morphine condition (proportion FM
calls = .615) than in the Chronic Morphine condition (proportion FM calls = .507).
During Sessions 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 14) = 3.532, p=.081]
was marginally significant. No other effects were significant. The results suggest that the
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proportion of FM calls was marginally larger in the Intermittent Morphine condition
(mean proportion FM calls = .611) than in the Chronic Morphine condition (mean
proportion FM calls = .506; see Fig. 7)

Self-Administration Sessions: 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Chronic Control vs.
Intermittent Control
During Sessions 1-10, the session main effect [F(9, 135) = 2.727, p=.006] was
significant. No other effects were significant.
During Sessions 11-20, the condition x session interaction [F(9, 135) = 2.018,
p=.042] was significant. No other effects were significant. The results suggest few
differences in the proportion of FM calls, although there is an increase in the Chronic
Control relative to the Intermittent Control in the last sessions (see Fig. 8).

Self-Administration Sessions: 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Chronic Morphine vs.
Chronic Control
There were no significant effects during Sessions 1-10. For Sessions 11-20, the
condition x session interaction [F(9, 153) = 1.842, p=.065] was marginally significant.
Even so, no condition effects emerged in any session.

Self-Administration Sessions: 50-55 kHz FM/FLAT USVs: Intermittent Morphine vs.
Intermittent Control
For Sessions 1-10, the condition x session interaction [F(9, 108) = 1.851, p=.067]
was marginally significant. No other effects were significant. The results suggest that the
proportion of FM calls was higher in the Intermittent Morphine condition relative to the
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Intermittent Control condition, but posthoc tests showed this effect was only significant
in sessions 7-9.
During Sessions 11-20, the main effect of condition [F(1, 12) = 4.025, p=.068]
was marginally significant. No other effects were significant. In general, the proportion
of FM calls was larger in the Intermittent Morphine condition than in the Intermittent
Control condition.

Self-Administration Sessions
Locomotor activity
In this section, we compare locomotor activity during the session across the drug
and SA schedule groups over the 20 experimental sessions. We begin with a 2 drug
(Morphine vs. Control) x 2 SA schedule (Chronic vs. Intermittent) x 20 session mixed
design ANOVA. The main effects of drug [F(1, 29) = 96.586, p<.001], and session [F(19,
551) = 7.510, p=.001] were significant, as were the drug x session interaction [F(19, 551)
= 4.028, p=.001] and the SA schedule x session interaction [F(19, 551) = 1.902, p=.012].
These effects were qualified by a significant three-way interaction between drug, SA
schedule and session [F(19, 551) = 1.607, p=.050]. No other effects were significant.
(see Fig. 9).
To explore the effects associated with this three-way interaction we conducted a
number of 2 condition x 10 session ANOVAs. Specifically, we compared pairs of the
four drug x SA schedule condition and their effects in the early sessions (defined as
sessions 1 – 10) or in the late sessions (defined as sessions 11-20). We turn to these
analyses now.
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Self-Administration Sessions Locomotor Activity: Chronic Morphine vs. Chronic
Control
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 17) = 38.636, p<.001],
session [F(9, 153) = 3.742, p=.001], and the condition x session interaction [F(9, 153) =
4.247, p=.001] were all significant. The results suggest that the Chronic-Morphine group
was significantly more active (mean photo beam breakage = 2426.922) than the ChronicControl group (mean photo beam breakage = 1197.260), and that the magnitude of this
effect increased across the 10 early sessions.
For Sessions 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 17) = 48.141, p<.001] was
significant, whereas the session effect and the condition x session interaction was nonsignificant (see Fig. 3). The results suggest that the Chronic-Morphine group was
significantly more active (mean photo beam breakage = 3100.392) than the ChronicControl group (mean photo beam breakage = 1182.970).

Self-Administration Sessions Locomotor Activity: Intermittent Morphine vs.
Intermittent Control
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of condition [F(1, 12) = 57.681, p<.001] and
session [F(9, 108) = 5.570, p<.001] were significant, whereas the condition x session
interaction was not. The results suggest that the Intermittent-Morphine group was
significantly more active (mean photo beam breakage = 2544.488) than the IntermittentControl group (mean photo beam breakage = 1268.629), and that locomotor activity
increased across the 10 early sessions.
For Sessions 11-20, the main effects of condition [F(1, 12) = 35.530, p<.001],
session [F(9, 108) = 6.079, p<.001], and the condition x session interaction were
significant [F(9, 108) = 2.228, p=.025].The results suggest that the Intermittent-Morphine
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group was significantly more active (mean photo beam breakage = 3113.529) than the
Intermittent-Control group (mean photo beam breakage = 1415.914), and that the
magnitude of this effect changes over sessions. Even so, posthoc tests confirmed the
effect of condition was significant in each of sessions 11 – 20.

Self-Administration Sessions Locomotor Activity: Chronic Morphine vs. Intermittent
Morphine
For Sessions 1-10, the main effects of session [F(9, 126) = 10.645, p<.001] and
the condition x session interaction [F(9, 126) = 2.637, p=.008] were significant, whereas
the condition effect was not. To decompose the condition x session interaction, posthoc
analyses comparing locomotor activity between conditions separately in each of the 10
sessions revealed that locomotor activity was significantly higher in the IntermittentMorphine group only in sessions 1 and 10.
For Sessions 11-20, the main effects of session [F(9, 126) = 2.195, p=.026] and
the condition x session interaction [F(9, 126) = 2.288, p=.021] were significant, whereas
the condition effect was not (see Fig. 3). To decompose the condition x session
interaction, we compared locomotor activity between conditions separately in each of the
10 sessions. Posthoc tests revealed that locomotor activity was significantly lower in the
Intermittent-Morphine group in session 11.

Self-Administration Sessions Locomotor Activity: Chronic Control vs. Intermittent
Control
There were no significant effects during either Sessions 1-10 or Sessions 11-20.
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Table 2.1 Schedule of access for the Chronic Groups
The Chronic Morphine and Chronic Control groups underwent self-administration
sessions 5 days per week, with 2 days off between, for a total of 20 sessions.
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Table 2.2 Schedule of access for the Intermittent Groups
The Intermittent Morphine and Intermittent Control groups had varying numbers
of consecutive sessions and days off, making the schedule of access unpredictable, or
unexpected.
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Figure 2.1 Proportion of FM USVs during Anticipation-Morphine Groups
The Intermittent Morphine group (n=7) had a higher proportion of FM calls than
the Chronic Morphine group (n=9) during Days 11-20 (p=0.028). Post-hoc tests revealed
that the Intermittent Morphine group had a higher proportion of FM USVs during
Sessions 8 and 9 (*p<0.05).

Figure 2.2 Proportion of FM USVs during Anticipation-Control Groups
Generally, there was no difference in the proportion of FM USVs between the
Chronic Control (n=10) and the Intermittent Control (n=7) groups. However, post-hoc
analyses revealed that the Intermittent Control group had a higher proportion of FM
USVs during Sessions 13, 17, and 20 (*p<0.05).
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Figure 2.3 Daily locomotor activity during Anticipation-Morphine Groups
The Intermittent Morphine group (n=7) was significantly more active than the
Chronic Morphine group (n=9) during late (sessions 11-20; p<0.05), but not early
sessions.

Figure 2.4 Daily locomotor activity during Anticipation-Control Groups
The Intermittent Control group (n=7) was significantly more active than the
Chronic Control group (n=10) during early (sessions 1-10) (p=0.032) and late sessions
(11-20) (p=0.036).
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Figure 2.5 Daily infusions during Sessions-Morphine Groups
The Chronic Morphine group (n=9) obtained significantly more infusions than the
Intermittent Morphine group (n=7) during sessions 1-10 (p<0.001). There was no
difference between groups during sessions 11-20.

Figure 2.6 Daily infusions during Sessions-Control Groups
The Intermittent Control group (n=7) had significantly higher rates of nonreinforced lever responses compared to the Chronic Control group (n=10) during both
sessions 1-10 and 11-20 (p<0.001 for both). Post-hoc tests showed that the Intermittent
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Control group obtained more infusions during sessions 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,
and 20 (p<0.05 for all).

Figure 2.7 Proportion of FM USVs during Sessions-Morphine Groups
The Intermittent Morphine group (n=7) had a higher proportion of FM calls than
the Chronic Morphine group (n=9) during sessions 1-10 (p=0.049). There was a marginal
difference during sessions 11-20 (p=0.081).

Figure 2.8 Proportion of FM USVs during Sessions-Control Groups
Generally, there was no difference in the proportion of FM USVs between the
Chronic Control (n=10) and the Intermittent Control (n=7) groups.
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Figure 2.9 Daily locomotor activity during Sessions-All Groups
No significant differences were detected between the two Morphine groups or the
two Control groups. However, Chronic Morphine (n=9) was significantly more active
than Chronic Control (n=10) during Days 1-10 (p=0.001) and sessions 11-20 (p<0.001).
Intermittent Morphine (n=7) was significantly more active than Intermittent Control
(n=7) during sessions 1-10 (p<0.001) and sessions 11-20 (p<0.001).
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DISCUSSION
This study revealed that the proportion of 50-55 kHz FM USVs emitted in
response to morphine self-administration is greater in animals subjected to an intermittent
access schedule compared to a chronic access schedule. This effect was present during
the anticipatory phase in the later sessions, and during all 20 sessions for the selfadministration phase.

In addition, locomotor activity during self-administration was

greater in the morphine animals than in the control animals, regardless of schedule, which
we expected. The Chronic Morphine group self-administered more morphine than the
Intermittent Morphine group in the early phase, but not during the later phase. One
critical point to note here is that food-restriction of the animals may have an effect on
drug intake, as evidenced by literature that indicates that this practice increases the
reinforcing properties and self-administration of many drugs of abuse (Sharpe, Klaus, &
Beckstead, 2012). Overall, these findings strengthen the hypothesis that morphine selfadministration and also schedule of access have direct effects on the neural mechanisms
that mediate USV emissions in rats that are not apparent in other behavioral measures.
For this study, we turned our attention to the proportion of FM 50-55 kHz USVs
relative to all 50-55 kHz USVs because this subtype is associated with rewarding stimuli
(Burgdorf & Moskal, 2010; Burgdorf et al., 2011). Although both flat and FM 50-55
kHz USVs are emitted in appetitive states, studies have shown that the FM USVs are
associated with dopaminergic reward and positive affect (Burgdorf & Moskal, 2010;
Burgdorf et al., 2011), while the flat USVs are linked to social coordination functions and
feeding behaviors (Takahashi et al., 2010; Wohr et al., 2008). Because of this important
distinction, we thought it was most prudent to tabulate the proportion of the subtype that
is truly associated with reward to the flat USVs in order to assess the rewarding effects of
morphine. In further support of this, we found that when we compared all 50-55 kHz
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USV counts (FM and Flat together) between two groups at a time, there were no
differences during either the Anticipation Phase or the Session Phase of the experiment.
This is confirmatory of previous studies that have recorded USVs in rats receiving
morphine (Hamed et al., 2012; Simola et al., 2012; Simola et al., 2014; Wright et al.,
2012). However, these authors have interpreted these results as a lack of morphine
influence on USV emissions.
During the Anticipation phase, the proportion of FM USVs was similar between
the Intermittent Morphine and Chronic Morphine groups early (Sessions 1-10), but higher
in the Intermittent Morphine group late (Sessions 11-20), suggesting that positive effects
of morphine increased with experience in the Intermittent group but not the Chronic
group. This anticipatory USV data does not agree with previous literature. Numerous
studies have shown that exposure to morphine-associated cues enhanced the number of
50-55 kHz USVs even when the drug itself did not (Burgdorf, Knutson, Panksepp, &
Shippenberg, 2001; Wright et al., 2012). However, there are a host of factors that could
be attributed to this stark contrast to the current data. For example, Burgdorf et al.
reported that morphine enhanced 50-55 kHz USVs in a CPP paradigm during the testing
phase (Burgdorf, Knutson, Panksepp, & Shippenberg, 2001). There are two things to note
about this study that differ from the present one; 1) Morphine experimenter-administered,
and 2) USV analysis did not distinguish between flat and FM 50-55 kHz USVs. Even
more confounding, Wright et al. reported that morphine failed to promote the overall 5055 kHz USV call rate in rats passively exposed to drug-paired CPP cues (Wright et al.,
2012). Again, this study did not use a self-administration paradigm. Additionally, the
authors of that study used a manual spectrographic analysis technique, which is prone to
variability. The time-consuming nature of this method also required them to analyze only
a subset of the full recording session. It is possible that certain effects are lost when all
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data from each full session cannot be completely and efficiently analyzed.

Our

laboratory utilizes WAAVES, an automated USV analysis program, that facilitates
complete USV data analysis, and thus, we have complete data for our entire two-hour and
10 minute sessions each day. These researchers also performed 50-55 kHz USV subtype
analyses, but they differentiate 14 different categories and only reported a lack of results
in the trill type calls, whereas we grouped all FM 50-55 kHz USVs together.
No previous studies have examined USVs during morphine self-administration.
Our data shows that the proportion of FM calls was generally larger in the Intermittent
Morphine group than in the Chronic Morphine group across 20 sessions.

This is

interesting to note because during the late sessions, the Chronic Morphine group obtained
more infusions than the Intermittent Morphine group.

This pattern of behaviors is

indicative of tolerance to the euphorigenic properties occurring in the Chronic group, but
not the Intermittent group. One study from our laboratory showed that the number of FM
50-55 kHz USVs evoked in response to cocaine infusion decreased with drug experience
(Maier et al., 2012). This is the only other report in the literature that addresses the
possibility of USVs reflecting tolerance to the rewarding effects of a daily selfadministered drug. In addition, Yu et al. showed that intermittent morphine pretreatment
facilitated subsequent morphine self-administration, which supports the notion that an
intermittent schedule of access produces greater reinforcement compared to a chronic
schedule of access (Yu et al., 2014). There is also neurochemical data that further
support this idea—Tjon et al. showed that intermittent and chronic schedule of morphine
treatment produced differential effects on activity of striatal and accumbal cholinergic
neurons, which are regulated by dopaminergic neurons of the ventral mesencephalon
(Tjon et al., 1995). Taken together, these results suggest that schedule of opiate
administration regulates neurochemical and euphoric responses to morphine.
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Interestingly, locomotor activity between the two Morphine groups did not differ
during self-administration, and it was enhanced in both groups compared to their
respective control groups. This is confirmatory of previous studies conducted on the
increased behavioral activity that results from morphine intake (Ayhan & Randrup, 1973;
Babbini & Davis, 1972; Buxbaum, Yarbrough, & Carter, 1973; Domino, Vasko, &
Wilson, 1976). This confirms that the acute affects of self-administered morphine on
locomotor activity are similar regardless of schedule of access. The fact that the USVs
are not directly aligned with locomotor data indicates that they are a distinctly different
measure for assessing drug-associated effects.
During the Anticipation phase, the Chronic Control group was significantly less
active than the Chronic Morphine group across all 20 sessions, but the difference was
larger during the first 10 sessions. As for the Intermittent group, there was no difference
between Morphine and Control early on (Sessions 1-10), but there was a marginally
significant effect later (Sessions 11-20).

These differences were expected, as it is

established that exposure to a morphine-associated environment induces locomotor
activity (Mucha, Volkovskis, & Kalant, 1981). There was no difference between the
Chronic and Intermittent Morphine groups early, but there was an effect of condition
during the latter sessions with Intermittent Morphine showing more locomotor activity.
Interestingly, the Intermittent Control group was significantly more active during the
Anticipation phase across all 20 days compared to the Chronic Control group. These last
two results could be attributed to the fact that during the latter sessions, the time between
sessions for the Intermittent groups was more variable and they had fewer opportunities
to habituate to the operant chamber than their Chronic schedule counterparts.
One interesting point of discussion is that we did not find any differences in the
proportion of FM USVs when comparing the two Morphine Groups to their respective
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Control Groups. This is likely due to the fact that the Control Groups underwent sucrose
extinction during the self-administration sessions, because the operant training procedure
for all animals involved a sucrose reward. To explain this further, Browning et al.
showed that animals self-administering sucrose pellets emitted more 50-55 kHz USVs
than sucrose-naïve control animals. Furthermore, the sucrose-administering animals in
this experiment did not decrease their 50-55 kHz USV emissions to control levels during
extinction, suggesting that an environment paired with rewarding stimuli continues to
elicit a modestly elevated positive affective state even in the absence of the reward
(Browning et al., 2011). Indeed, in previous studies conducted in our laboratory we have
observed enhanced lever responding as well as increased 50-55 kHz USV emissions in
Control animals during the first few days of saline self-administration (unpublished
observations). The infusion data from the present study provides further evidence for this
case: the Intermittent Control group obtained significantly more infusions than the
Intermittent Morphine group across all 20 sessions. This was not the case for the Chronic
Morphine group when compared to the Chronic Control group, but that could be
attributed to the fact that the Chronic schedule of access allows for more complete
habituation to all components of the operant chamber.
Findings of the present study indicate that the proportion of FM 50-55 kHz USVs
to flat 50-55 kHz USVs is a unique marker of hedonia with regard to morphine selfadministration.

Furthermore, we found that schedule of access to morphine has a

profound effect on its rewarding aspects, in that intermittent access exerts a stronger
influence on drug-seeking behaviors than does chronic access. These novel results show
that merely counting the numbers of USVs emitted may not capture the full essence of
affective response to morphine self-administration; in-depth examinations of proportions
of call types is necessary to reveal the more subtle effects of opiate reward.
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Chapter 3: Alcohol enhances unprovoked 22-28 kHz USVs and
suppresses USV mean frequency in High Alcohol Drinking (HAD-1)
male rats
ABSTRACT
Heightened emotional states increase impulsive behaviors such as excessive
ethanol consumption in humans. Though positive and negative affective states in rodents
can be monitored in real-time through ultrasonic vocalization (USV) emissions, few
animal studies have focused on the role of emotional status as a stimulus for initial
ethanol drinking. Our laboratory has recently developed reliable, high-speed analysis
techniques to compile USV data during multiple-hour drinking sessions. Since High
Alcohol Drinking (HAD-1) rats are selectively bred to voluntarily consume intoxicating
levels of alcohol, we hypothesized that USVs emitted by HAD-1 rats would reveal
unique emotional phenotypes predictive of alcohol intake and sensitive to alcohol
experience. In this study, male HAD-1 rats had access to water, 15% and 30% EtOH or
water only (i.e., Controls) during 8 weeks of daily 7-hr drinking-in-the-dark (DID)
sessions. USVs, associated with both positive (i.e., 50-55 kHz frequency-modulated or
FM) and negative (i.e., 22-28 kHz) emotional states, emitted during these daily DID
sessions were examined. Findings showed basal 22-28 kHz USVs were emitted by both
EtOH-Naïve (Control) and EtOH-experienced rats, alcohol experience enhanced 22-28
kHz USV emissions, and USV acoustic parameters (i.e., mean frequency in kHz) of both
positive and negative USVs were significantly suppressed by chronic alcohol experience.
These data suggest that negative affective status initiates and maintains excessive alcohol
intake in selectively bred HAD-1 rats and support the notion that unprovoked emissions
of negative affect-associated USVs (i.e., 22-28 kHz) predict vulnerability to excessive
alcohol intake in distinct rodent models.
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INTRODUCTION
Emotional temperaments fuel impulsive behaviors and increase the risk of
excessive ethanol drinking in humans (Bjork et al., 2004; Dom et al., 2006; Rubio et al.,
2008). For instance, there is ample evidence that alcoholics and heavy drinkers display
enhanced impulsivity traits (i.e.; lack of premeditation, lack of focused attention,
sensation seeking, negative urgency, positive urgency, and reward seeking) (Bjork et al.,
2004; Dom et al., 2006; Rubio et al., 2008). Furthermore, these traits are heritable, as
children of parents with substance abuse disorders often externalize these behaviors even
before the initiation of alcohol or substance abuse (Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2008). For
instance, a clinical neurophysiological endophenotype for moderate dose alcohol effects
and is seen in Family History Positive (FHP), for alcoholism, individuals, with or without
alcohol experience, is increased latency and reduced amplitude of the P300 and N100
event-related potentials (ERPs) (Sklar & Nixon, 2014; Thatcher & Clark, 2008).
Moreover, these ERPs are associated with maturation and degeneration of attentional
processes across the lifespan (van Dinteren, Arns, Jongsma, & Kessels, 2014).
Additionally, these endophenotypes are also markers for other addictions and associated
impulsive behaviors (Lole, Gonsalvez, & Barry, 2015; Lole, Gonsalvez, Barry, & De
Blasio, 2013).
The tendency to act rashly when in heightened negative or positive emotional
states are impulsivity characteristics termed “negative or positive urgency”, respectively,
and are strongly predictive of alcohol-related problems (Curcio & George, 2011; Smith &
Tran, 2007). Negative urgency in particular is consistently correlated with severity of
undesirable outcomes from alcohol (Adams, Kaiser, Lynam, Charnigo, & Milich, 2012;
Curcio & George, 2011; Verdejo-Garcia, Bechara, Recknor, & Perez-Garcia, 2007).
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Taken together, these findings indicate that impulsivity and emotionality play critical
roles in the initiation, maintenance, and development of alcohol use disorders (AUDs).
Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) emitted by rats are considered to be a reflection
of their real-time emotional state and are widely accepted as animal models of affect
(Brudzynski, 2013; Burgdorf et al., 2008). Rodents emit USVs in the 50-55 kHz and 2228 kHz ranges, which are reliably associated with positive and negative emotional states,
respectively (Burgdorf et al., 2008; Burgdorf et al., 2011; Panksepp, 2011). USVs have
received increased attention in drug abuse studies because administration of cocaine
(Maier et al., 2012), amphetamine (Ahrens et al., 2009) and drug-associated cues (Ma et
al., 2010; Maier et al., 2010) increase 50-55 kHz frequency-modulated (FM) USV
emissions. In addition, escalated levels of alcohol consumed by alcohol-dependent rats
are significantly correlated with alcohol anticipatory 50-55 kHz FM USVs (Buck,
Malavar, George, Koob, & Vendruscolo, 2014) and alcohol-dependent rats in a state of
withdrawal are more easily provoked to emit negative affect-associated 22-28 kHz USVs
by mild aversive stimuli (Berger et al., 2013; Knapp & Pohorecky, 1995; Williams et al.,
2012). Ascending mesolimbic cholinergic (Brudzynski, 1994) and dopaminergic
pathways (Burgdorf et al., 2007) mediate production of 22-28 kHz and 50-55 kHz FM
USVs, repeatedly, in correspondence with negative and positive emotional states (Bihari,
Hrycyshyn, & Brudzynski, 2003; Brudzynski, 2009, 2013).

Additionally, these

mesolimbic pathways are activated during ethanol administration (Larsson, Edstrom,
Svensson, Soderpalm, & Engel, 2005; Valenta et al., 2013). Therefore, we can achieve
important insight into alcohol motivational processes by examining the relationship
between alcohol experience and USV emission patterns.
Selective breeding for high alcohol intake in rats has produced a number of
possible models for excessive alcohol intake and alcoholism (Bell, Rodd, Engleman,
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Toalston, & McBride, 2014; Bell, Rodd, Lumeng, Murphy, & McBride, 2006; Bell et al.,
2011; Bell et al., 2012). Our laboratory has previously reported USV activity in the
alcohol-preferring (P) rat during a Drinking in the Dark (DID) experiment. Our finding
were unique in reporting spontaneous 22-28 kHz USV emissions from both alcohol-naïve
and alcohol-experienced P rats (Reno et al., 2015). In the alcohol literature, 22-28 kHz
USVs have been intentionally provoked by exposure to aversive air-puff stimuli in
alcohol-dependent animals undergoing alcohol withdrawal (Berger et al., 2013; Knapp &
Pohorecky, 1995; Williams et al., 2012), confirming that negative emotional responses
are easily aroused under these circumstances. However, unprovoked 22-28 kHz USVs
observed in P rats suggests that negative affective temperament plays an important role in
both initial and continued alcohol consumption. The HAD-1 rats are not as wellcharacterized as the alcohol-preferring (P) rats but do meet most of the criteria set forth
for a suitable animal model of alcoholism (Lester & Freed, 1973). The high-alcoholdrinking (HAD-1) rats were selectively bred from the heterogeneous N/NIH stock line for
a preference of ethanol (10%, v/v) over water (Li, Lumeng, & Doolittle, 1993).
In order to characterize an emotional endophenotype of HAD-1 rats and
understand how alcohol consumption influences that phenotype, we recorded ultrasonic
vocalizations of HAD-1 rats in EtOH (three bottle choice of water, 15%, and 30% EtOH)
and Control (water only) treatment groups across 8 weeks of DID sessions. We tested the
hypothesis derived from our previous work with P-rats that a negative baseline affect
(e.g., predominated by 22-28 kHz USV emissions) will reveal itself early on in both
treatment groups, and will be further enhanced in the alcohol-experienced animals.
Additionally, we performed in-depth examinations of the acoustic properties of 22-28
kHz and 50-55 kHz FM USVs, including mean frequency and duration, with the
prediction that these parameters will be altered by alcohol experience. We previously
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reported that alcohol-experienced P rats show decreased mean frequency of 22-28 kHz
USVs compared to alcohol-naïve P rats, while call duration was unaltered in both USV
types (Reno et al., 2015). Other studies have shown that mean frequency and duration of
22-28 kHz USVs were altered under different drug treatments, but 50 kHz FM USV
acoustic patterns remained constant (Bihari et al., 2003; Brudzynski & Holland, 2005;
Thompson et al., 2006). Taking all of these studies into account, we hypothesized that
repeated and excessive alcohol consumption in HAD-1 rats will alter their USV profile
with regard to both numerical counts and acoustic parameters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We received 24 male high-alcohol-drinking rats (HAD-1 generation = 63, 66)
from the Alcohol Research Resource Center at the Indiana University School of Medicine
at 4 weeks of age. Animals were housed under a reverse light/dark cycle (lights out at
1000) and were pair-housed in plastic cages (22 x 44 x 20 cm). Animals were handled
daily for 4 weeks prior to the start of the experiment outside of the vivarium in a
behavioral testing room distinguished by an olfactory cue (cinnamon vanilla scent).
Animals were group-housed in wire-topped plastic cages (22 x 44 x 20 cm) until 1 week
prior to the start of the experiment when they were pair-housed. Rats received food and
water ad libitum throughout the entire experiment. All experimental procedures were
approved by the University of Texas at Austin Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.
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Procedures
Apparatus
DID sessions were conducted in the same behavioral testing room used during the
handling phase (see Subjects). The experimental chambers within the testing room were
identical to home cages, with the addition of ultrasonic microphones (Avisoft
Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany) affixed to the top center of a sealed Plexiglas cover.
Although animals were housed in pairs in the vivarium, they were tested singly during
DID sessions.

Each animal was assigned to a specific test chamber to control for

nonspecific USV emissions induced by novel environments and conspecific odors (Wohr
et al., 2008).

USV Recording
Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) were recorded across a range of 10–250 kHz
using CM16 microphones stored on a PC using an UltraSoundGate interface (Avisoft
Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany) at a sampling rate of 250 kHz with 16-bit resolution.
Within the test chamber, approximate distances between the microphone center and the
animal’s head during test sessions could range from 5 cm to 28.4 cm.

USV Analyses and Algorithm Criterion.
Frequency-modulated (FM) 50-55 kHz and 22-28 kHz USV counts were
quantified using the WAAVES algorithm as previously described (Reno et al., 2013).
Briefly, the WAAVES algorithm applies a set of conditions to define 50-55 kHz FM and
22-28 kHz USVs and to filter out noise elements. Some of the conditions specify USV
acoustic parameters, such as frequency range and variation (e.g., in kHz), USV call
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duration and inter-call intervals (e.g., in milliseconds). Acoustic parameters and sound
conditions were defined largely in accordance with existing USV literature (Brudzynski,
2009; Burgdorf et al., 2008; Yee et al., 2012), while certain settings (e.g. minimum call
duration and inter-call intervals) were based on our experience with noise filtering during
USV data collection. For these data the WAAVES algorithm defined FM 50-55 kHz
USVs as sound units occurring within a frequency range of 30-120 kHz with a 5-50 ms
duration and variation of 5 kHz or more over the entire USV duration. To determine
separation between individual 50-55 kHz USVs, the inter-call interval was set at 10 ms or
greater. 22-28 kHz USV calls were defined by WAAVES as those occurring within the
frequency range of 20-30 kHz with a minimum duration of 200 ms. To differentiate
between successive 22-28 kHz USVs and avoid multiple counts of a single, long duration
USV, the minimum inter-call interval was set at 100 ms.

Acoustic parameters
Acoustic parameter data, including frequency (kHz) and duration measures of
each USV, are generated during the WAAVES tabulation process. Mean frequency was
defined as the grand mean of frequencies determined at every half millisecond of each
call. USV duration was simply the duration (ms) of each call.

Validation Process for WAAVES Automation
Subsets of USV data recorded during the DID procedure (fifty 1-min USV
files for the 50-55 kHz USVs and fifty 10-min files for the 22-28 kHz USVs) were
analyzed by research assistants blind to experimental conditions. These data sets were
then analyzed using the WAAVES program to validate correspondence between
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WAAVES-generated USV counts and human-derived counts obtained through visual and
auditory means.

Drinking-in-the-Dark Sessions
Drinking-in-the-Dark (DID) sessions commenced at the start of the dark cycle for
all HAD-1 rats. Animals were housed under a reverse light/dark cycle (e.g., lights out at
1000) and weighed 5 days per week just after lights out. After weighing, animals were
transported to the DID testing room. DID sessions, conducted in the dark with only red
illumination, were 7 hours in duration and consisted of three 1-hour drinking intervals
(e.g., “EtOH ON”) interspersed with two 2-hour water only intervals (e.g., “EtOH OFF”).
During “ON” drinking intervals, rats had access to three sipper tubes (EtOH group: H2O,
15% ethanol, and 30% ethanol; Control group: three H2O tubes). During the “OFF”
intervals, only water (one sipper tube) was available for all animals. Fluid intake was
assessed gravimetrically after each drinking interval. USVs were recorded for the entire
7-hour session for each rat three days per week (first, third and fifth day of each week).

Group Assignment
Criterion for inclusion into the EtOH group required ethanol intake to reach at
least 0.5 g/kg during all three 1-hr drinking intervals during daily DID sessions. Note that
each DID session was defined as the 3 hours of total ethanol access, during the 7 hours of
experimental access each day for 5 days per week. This value was derived from GC data
showing that this dose produces intoxicating blood alcohol levels (Gonzales, personal
communication).

Of the animals originally assigned to the EtOH condition,

approximately ½ met the ethanol intake criterion (n=8). Control animals (n=6) were
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given access to water only throughout the duration of the experiment. Data from a total
of ten animals were excluded from data analyses, including nine originally assigned to
the alcohol access group but did not meet the ethanol intake criterion and one from the
Control group whose USV data files were corrupted.

Validation of Alcohol Intake Measurements: Blood Alcohol Level Determination
After the completion of the DID experiment, a subset (n=13) of ethanolexperienced HAD-1 rats were given 30 minutes of ethanol access and immediately
anesthetized with isoflurane. The saphenous vein was punctured and blood was collected
for determination of blood alcohol concentration. Triplicate 10 uL samples of blood were
pipetted into glass vials containing 90 uL of saturated sodium chloride and sealed with a
septum. Samples were heated for 1 hour at approximately 54 °C. Gas chromatography
was conducted as previously described (Valenta et al., 2013).

Statistical Analyses
Daily EtOH and water intake
EtOH intake (g/kg) across the 8 weeks of 7-hour DID sessions was analyzed in
the EtOH group using a within-subjects repeated measures ANOVA. Total fluid intake
(mL) across the 8 weeks of 7-hour DID sessions was compared between the EtOH and
Control groups using 2 x 8 (group x week) mixed-design ANOVA.
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USV Counts, Acoustic Parameters and USV/EtOH Intake Correlation
Mixed-design ANOVAs were used to compare weekly totals of 22-28 kHz and
50-55 kHz FM USVs between the EtOH and Control groups across 8 weeks. Two-tailed
t-tests were performed on weekly mean total 50-55 kHz FM and 22-28 kHz USV counts
(e.g., USV totals of three 7-hour sessions/wk), 22-28 and 50-55 kHz FM USV mean
frequencies (kHz) and durations (ms) during EtOH access (e.g., EtOH ON) and EtOH
unavailability (e.g., EtOH OFF) intervals. Paired two-tailed t tests were performed to
compare the proportion of 22-28 kHz and 50-55 kHz FM USV counts emitted by each rat
during ON and OFF intervals in Weeks 1-2 and 3-8. Pearson’s correlation was used to
examine relationships between 22-28 kHz USVs and EtOH intake during EtOH ON and
EtOH OFF intervals throughout the duration of the experiment.

Validation of USV Counts and Ethanol Intake Measurements
Pearson’s correlation was used to examine the relationship between WAAVES
tabulation and human-derived counts and the relationship between calculated intake
levels of consumed EtOH (e.g., EtOH g/kg) and subsequent blood alcohol concentration
(milligram percent) immediately after a 30-min EtOH access test.

RESULTS

Ethanol intake during DID sessions (EtOH ON Intervals – 3 hours total)
HAD-1 rats gradually acquired EtOH drinking to pharmacologically relevant
levels. Within-subject repeated measures ANOVA showed significant changes in EtOH
intake over the first two weeks of DID sessions (F(1, 7)=19.3; p < 0.01), indicating that
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the animals were acquiring ethanol intake during this time (see Fig. 1). There was no
significant effect of time over Weeks 3-8 (F(5,35)=2.02; p=0.1, n.s.), likely reflecting
stabilization of ethanol intake.

Total fluid intake during DID (7-h session)
EtOH and Control HAD-1 rats drank comparable amounts of fluid over the course
of 8 weeks of DID sessions.

A comparison of the total amount (mLs) of fluid

consumption (e.g., EtOH and/or H2O) during each week of 7-hr DID sessions between
EtOH and Control groups was performed using a 2 group x 8 week mixed design
ANOVA. Similar levels of consumption between groups (F(1,12)=0.378; p=0.50, n.s.)
were observed, but a significant week effect (F(7,84)=11.08; p<0.001) emerged. This
effect was likely the result of both EtOH and Control group drinking activity, which
show variable patterns of fluid intake, including increasing fluid intake levels over time
(see Fig. 2). Indeed, within-subject ANOVAs of fluid intake show significant week
effects for both the Control group (F(7, 35)=2.285; p<0.05) and the EtOH group
(F(7,49)=2.203; p< 0.001).

USV Counts
EtOH vs. Control and 22-28 kHz vs. 50-55 kHz FM USVs
A mixed-design ANOVA conducted on the weekly total 22-28 kHz USVs
emitted during DID sessions in Weeks 1-2 showed no significant differences between the
EtOH and Control groups (F(1,12)=0.101; p=0.756, n.s.). However, the EtOH group
emitted significantly more 22-28 kHz USVs during Weeks 3-8 (F(1,60)=8.4; p<0.05, see
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Fig. 3). With regard to 50-55 kHz FM USVs, no differences between groups were
revealed during either Weeks 1-2 (F(1,12)=0.446; p=0.5) or Weeks 3-8 (F(1,60)=1.7;
p=0.211) (see Fig. 4).
Within-subject analyses comparing 22-28 and 50-55 kHz FM USVs during EtOH
ON and OFF intervals showed that the EtOH group emitted significantly more 22-28 kHz
than 50-55 kHz FM USVs during EtOH OFF intervals (t(7)=2.365; p<0.05) and
marginally more 22-28 kHz USVs during EtOH ON Intervals (t(7)=2.365; p=0.06)
during Weeks 3-8. During DID sessions in Weeks 1-2, 22-28 kHz and 50-55 kHz FM
USV counts did not significantly differ during EtOH OFF (t(7)=2.365; p=0.349, n.s.) or
EtOH ON intevals (t(7)=2.365; p=0.585, n.s.; see Figs 5A and B). No significant
differences in proportion of call types were evident for the Control group during the
EtOH OFF (t(5)=2.571; p=0.287, n.s.) or EtOH ON (t(5)=2.571; p=0.182, n.s.) periods
during Weeks 1-2. The same held true for the EtOH OFF (t(5)=2.571; p=0.228, n.s.) or
EtOH ON (t(5)=2.571; p=0.571, n.s.) periods during Weeks 3-8.

USV Acoustic Patterns: Mean frequency
Compared to Controls, the EtOH group showed significant suppression in USV
mean frequency in both 22-28 kHz (t(12)=2.179; p<0.05) and 50-55 kHz FM USVs
(t(12)=2.179; p<0.05) emitted during EtOH ON intervals. This was not the case for
either 22-28 kHz (t(12)=2.179; p=0.128, n.s.) or 50-55 kHz USVs (t(12)=2.179; p=0.179,
n.s.) during EtOH OFF intervals (see Figs 6A and 6B).
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USV Acoustic Patterns – Mean Duration
Mean duration of 22-28 kHz USVs did not differ significantly during either the
EtOH ON (t(12)=2.179; p=0.226, n.s.) or EtOH OFF periods (t(12)=2.179; p=0.201,
n.s.).

Mean duration of 50-55 kHz USVs did not differ significantly during either the

EtOH ON (t(12)=2.179; p=0.074, n.s.) or EtOH OFF periods (t(12)=2.179; p=0.631,
n.s.).

Correlational analyses of 22-28 kHz USV Counts and EtOH intake
HAD-1 rats in the EtOH Condition (n=8) displayed a significant positive linear
relationship between EtOH intake and 22-28 kHz USV counts during EtOH OFF (r =
0.87; p < 0.01), but not during EtOH ON intervals (r=-0.11; p=0.8, n.s., see Figs 7A and
B).

Validation Tests: Correspondence Between WAAVES-Generated and Manual USV
Assessments
WAAVES-automated analysis and manual human analysis were highly correlated
for both 22-28 kHz USVs (r(48) = 0.99 ; p< 0.001; Fig. 8A) and 50-55 kHz FM USVs
(r(48) = 0.99; p<0.001; Fig. 8B).

Validation Tests: Blood alcohol concentration (BAC) and EtOH intake (g/kg)
Pearson’s correlation was used to examine the relationship between ethanol
consumption (grams of ethanol per kilogram of body weight) and blood alcohol
concentration (milligram percent) after a 30-minute alcohol access test interval. The
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results showed that ethanol consumption levels were significantly correlated with blood
alcohol concentrations (BACs) (mg%, r(11)=0.69; p<0.01, see Fig. 9).
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Figure 3.1 Weekly EtOH intake during DID sessions
The overall mean intake across 8 weeks of DID sessions was 2.9 g/kg (+/- 0.06;
EtOH group, n=8).
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Figure 3.2 Total fluid intake during DID sessions (mL; mean ± SEM)
Total fluid intake was comparable between EtOH and Control groups, and there
was a significant Week effect that is likely the result of increasing fluid intake levels over
time in both groups (p < 0.001).
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Figure 3.3 22-28 kHz USV counts in EtOH and Controls during (DID) sessions (weekly
total ± SEM)

The EtOH group (n=8) spontaneously emitted significantly more 22-28 kHz
USVs than Controls (n=6) during Weeks 3-8 (p < 0.05), but not weeks 1-2. Post hoc tests
showed significant differences between EtOH and Controls during Week 4 (*p < 0.05).
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Figure 3.4 50-55 kHz USV counts in EtOH and Controls during (DID) sessions (weekly
total ± SEM)
50-55 kHz FM USV counts did not vary significantly between EtOH and Control
groups.
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Figure 3.5 22-28 kHz and 50-55 kHz FM USV counts during EtOH ON and OFF
intervals: Weeks 1-2 and Weeks 3-8 (mean ± SEM)
A. HAD-1 rats in the EtOH group emitted significantly more 22-28 kHz USVs
than 50-55 kHz FM USVs during Weeks 3-8 during ethanol access (*p = 0.06; marginal).
Inset: Weekly USV totals during EtOH ON intervals (3-hour/DID session, 3 days/week).
B. HAD-1 rats in the EtOH group emitted significantly more 22-28 kHz USVs than 5055 kHz FM USVs during Weeks 3-8 during periods of ethanol absence (*p<0.05). Inset:
Weekly USV totals during “EtOH OFF” intervals (4-hour/DID session, 3 days/week). C.
No significant differences between the number of 22-28 kHz and 50-55 kHz FM USVs
emitted by Controls were detected during ON or OFF intervals during weeks 1-2 or 3-8.
Inset: Weekly USV session totals (e.g., including both “ON” and “OFF” intervals).
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Figure 3.6 USV mean frequency (+/- SEM) during ON intervals
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A. A significant difference between EtOH (n=8) and Control (n=6) groups was detected
in 22-28 kHz mean frequency (*p<0.05) when alcohol was available during

DID

sessions. B. The mean frequency of 50-55 kHz FM USVs was decreased in the EtOH
group compared to the Control group (*p<0.05).
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Figure 3.7 Correlation between 22-28 kHz USVs (weekly mean ± SEM) emitted during
OFF intervals and weekly mean ETOH Intake (g/kg)
A. HAD-1 rats that met the drinking criteria for inclusion in the EtOH group
(n=8) displayed a significant correlation between their EtOH intake and emitted 22-28
kHz USVs during periods of EtOH absence (r = 0.87; p < 0.01). B. HAD-1 rats that did
not meet the criteria (n=9) did not exhibit a significant correlation.
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Figure 3.8 WAAVES ultrasonic vocalization (USV) count validation: correlation
between WAAVES and human USV assessments
A. 22-28 kHz USV counts: from a sample of fifty 10-minute USV files, a highly
significant linear relationship (r(50) = 0.99; p < 0.001) was revealed between USV counts
assessed by WAAVES and manual (visual confirmation) techniques. B. 50-55 kHz
frequency-modulated (FM) USV counts: fifty 1-minute USV files were used to verify
WAAVES analyses by comparison with manual assessment (visual and auditory
confirmation). A highly significant positive linear relationship exists between automated
and manual USV assessments (r(50) = 0.99; p < 0.001).
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Figure 3.9 Alcohol intake validation: Correlation between blood alcohol concentration
(mg%) and assessed ETOH dose
A significant positive linear relationship (r = 0.69, p < 0.01) between blood
alcohol concentrations and EtOH intake confirmed measurement accuracy of intake in
alcohol-experienced HAD-1 rats (n=11). It is important to note that this dose range did
not reach the average EtOH intake during DID sessions because of the abbreviated 30minute interval during this test sessions compared to 3 hours of total EtOH access during
DID sessions.
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DISCUSSION
This study revealed that HAD-1 rats emit unprovoked 22-28 kHz USVs that are
increased by alcohol experience. This finding is consistent with our recent report on the
selectively bred alcohol-preferring P rat (Reno et al., 2015) that also elicited spontaneous
22-28 kHz USV emissions. However, aside from these selectively bred strains,
unprovoked emissions of 22-28 kHz USV have not been reported from any other rat line.
In addition, the mean frequency of positive affect USVs (approx. 65-70 kHz) is
significantly higher than in our previous findings in P [19] and Sprague-Dawley rats [1316] and may be unique to the HAD-1 rat line. HAD-1 rats in the EtOH condition also
maintained a higher proportion of negative (e.g., 22-28 kHz) compared to positive affect
(e.g., 50-55 kHz FM) USVs throughout the DID sessions, including both EtOH ON and
OFF intervals. Additionally, we also found significant differences in USV acoustic
parameters in both the 22-28 kHz and 50-55 kHz FM ranges between groups. These
findings strengthen the hypothesis that chronic alcohol intake has direct effects on neural
pathways and/or affective responses associated with USV emissions in the HAD-1 rat.
We recently reported ethanol consumption in alcohol-preferring P rats (Reno et
al., 2015) was lower than previous reports of this strain (Bell et al., 2014; Bell et al.,
2006; Bell et al., 2011; Bell et al., 2012). We attributed lower ethanol consumption
levels to the extended pre-experimental handling procedures (e.g., 4 weeks of daily
handling sessions) used to decrease anxiogenic and/or negative emotional responses to
human touch since other DID studies reporting higher ethanol intake levels do not report
a handling phase in their experiments (Bell et al., 2014; Bell et al., 2006; Bell et al., 2011;
Bell et al., 2012). Similarly, the current study showed average ethanol intake at 2.9 (+/0.06) g/kg/session, which was noticeably lower than others have reported for HAD-1 rats
(Bell et al., 2004). However, the latter study measured 24-hour periods of free-choice
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access, whereas the present study measured three 1-hour periods of free-choice access per
day. In addition, a large number of HAD-1 rats (9 out of 17) did not reach the ethanol
consumption criterion (e.g., at least 0.5 mg/kg/1 hr during all three EtOH ON intervals in
every DID session).

In a previous behavioral study, specific deficits in avoidance

responding in HAD rats led the authors to speculate that excessive anxiety may lead to
high alcohol consumption in the HAD line (Blankenship, Finn, & Steinmetz, 2000). If
so, it is conceivable that decreased anxiogenic status could reduce alcohol consumption
after extended handling procedures. This sequence of events would also support the
notion that negative emotional states, such as anxiety contribute to excessive alcohol
consumption in HAD-1 rats, though other as-of-yet unidentified traits of the HAD-1 line
may contribute to these behaviors.
22-28 kHz USVs are initiated by activity of the ascending mesolimbic cholinergic
pathway whereas 50-55 kHz FM USVs are initiated by activation of the mesolimbic
dopaminergic pathway (Bihari et al., 2003; Brudzynski, 2009, 2013). Voluntary ethanol
intake activates components of both pathways, increasing acetylcholine (ACh) levels in
the VTA and dopamine (DA) levels in the NAcc (Larsson et al., 2005). Indeed, we found
that the EtOH group emitted significantly more 22-28 kHz USVs compared to Controls
but that 50-55 kHz FM USV counts were comparable between both groups, consistent
with our previous report on the alcohol-preferring P rat (Reno et al., 2015).
When considering USV counts during EtOH ON and OFF intervals, after EtOH
drinking acquisition (e.g., during Weeks 3-8), we found that 22-28 kHz USVs were
proportionally greater than 50-55 kHz FM USVs during both intervals. In addition,
correlational analyses examining relationships between EtOH intake and 22-28 kHz USV
counts during EtOH ON and OFF intervals throughout the entire DID experiment (Weeks
1-8) showed a significant positive linear relationship between alcohol intake and 22-28
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kHz USV emissions during EtOH OFF, but not during EtOH ON intervals. As such,
these data indicate that negative USVs are not a consequence of EtOH drinking, but that
the absence of EtOH further increases negative affective status in an alcohol experiencedependent manner.
Yet, both positive (e.g., 50-55 kHz FM) and negative affect (22-28 kHz) USVs
emitted by the EtOH group were significantly lower in frequency (e.g., kHz) compared to
Controls. It should be noted that HAD-1 rats display higher ethanol-induced DA efflux
in the nucleus accumbens than LAD-1 rats (Katner & Weiss, 2001). Moreover, HAD rats
have lower tissue levels of DA, DOPAC, and HVA in the nucleus accumbens and
caudate putamen than their LAD counterparts (Gongwer, Murphy, McBride, Lumeng, &
Li, 1989). Regarding the present findings, USV mean frequency increased in the Control
group across the 8-week DID experiment, with 50-55 kHz USV mean frequency starting
at 64.4 (+/- 1.1 SEM) at Week 1 to 69.8 kHz (+/- 1.9 SEM) at Week 8. The increase in
USV mean frequency was suppressed in the EtOH group, starting at 63.1 (+/- 1.5 SEM)
and ending at 66.4 (+/- 1.0 SEM) over the same time period. Although there was a slight
increase in 22-28 kHz USV mean frequency in the Control group over time; 25.5 (+/0.72 SEM) to 26.2 kHz (+/- 0.9 SEM), the EtOH group showed a decrease in mean
frequency over the 8 week experiment, going from 25.1 (+/- 0.4 SEM) to 24.3 kHz (+/0.5 SEM). Our findings of a significant shift in USV mean frequency after prolonged
EtOH experience suggests that USV mean frequency is a more sensitive measure of
ethanol-induced neural adaptations to cholinergic and dopaminergic pathways than USV
counts.
There is extensive human literature linking emotional states, anxiety and
impulsivity with alcohol-related problems (Adams et al., 2012; Bjork et al., 2004; Curcio
& George, 2011; Dom et al., 2006; Rubio et al., 2008; Smith & Tran, 2007; Verdejo76

Garcia et al., 2007; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2008). One study showed that individuals with
anxiety disorders make rash decisions in order to alleviate the heightened distress they
experience from their symptoms (Pawluk, 2013). For example, negative and positive
urgency are impulsivity traits defined as the tendency to act rashly while in heightened
emotional states (Curcio & George, 2011; Smith & Tran, 2007). Negative urgency, a
heightened negative emotional state, in particular is significantly correlated with severe
anxiety symptoms and is a strong predictor of alcoholism (Adams et al., 2012; Curcio &
George, 2011; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2007).
Similar to human alcoholics and heavy drinkers (Claus, Kiehl, & Hutchison,
2011; Kollins, 2003; Petry, 2001; Vuchinich & Simpson, 1998), HAD-1 rats score
significantly higher on measures of impulsivity and risk-taking than their low alcohol
drinking (LAD-1) counterparts (Wilhelm & Mitchell, 2008). In addition, our current
findings show that HAD-1 rats possess a unique emotional phenotype comprised of an
unusually high proportion of negative affect USVs that is further enhanced by alcohol
consumption.

These findings are reminiscent of human behavioral cycles wherein

heightened impulsivity traits such as negative urgency lead to high levels of alcohol
consumption, which in turn exacerbate behavioral expression of impulsivity traits (Stautz
& Cooper, 2013). Taken together, we suggest that impulsivity and emotionality play a
critical role in the initiation and maintenance of alcohol drinking in the HAD-1 rat line.
However, it is possible that these unique features may be due to other changes in this rat
line that have not yet been identified.
The human literature has provided robust evidence that negative emotional states
initiate and maintain alcohol-drinking behavior (Chaplin, Hong, Bergquist, & Sinha,
2008; Cyders & Smith, 2008; Esper, 2013; Schlauch et al., 2013). In traditional rat lines,
22-28 kHz USVs are emitted in response to a number of negative stimuli, such as fear,
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illness, or pain (Bihari et al., 2003; Brudzynski, 2009; Litvin, Blanchard, & Blanchard,
2007). In the absence of any of these conditions, it is possible that the unprovoked 22-28
kHz USVs observed in the selectively-bred HAD-1, of the present study, and P rats in our
previous study (Reno et al., 2015) reflect a heightened negative affective state that
facilitates alcohol motivation. However, it is important to note that baseline negative
affect in HAD-1 rats is not likely due to depression, as shown by an animal model of
depression (forced swim test). According to this study, HAD-1 and LAD-1 rats showed
no difference in time spent immobile during a forced swim test, indicating that there is no
functional relationship between high alcohol drinking and susceptibility to behavioral
despair or depression, at least for this animal model (Godfrey, Froehlich, Stewart, Li, &
Murphy, 1997).
The HAD-1 rat line meets most of the criteria proposed for an animal model of
alcoholism, but has not yet been studied as extensively as the alcohol-preferring P rat,
which meets all of the criteria proposed for an animal model of alcoholism (Bell et al.,
2014; Bell et al., 2006; Bell et al., 2012). Through in depth examinations of 22-28 kHz
and 50-55 kHz FM USV profiles we have shown that HAD-1 rats exhibit a unique
emotional phenotype dominated by negative emotional responses/USVs that are
enhanced by binge alcohol drinking. Findings from the current study are consistent with
the notion that this emotional profile contributes to excessive alcohol drinking
vulnerability and that the HAD-1 rat line may closely model excessive alcohol
consumption in alcohol users with high levels of both impulsivity and/or negative
urgency traits.
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Chapter 4: Alcohol enhances negative affect relative to positive affect in
female High-Alcohol-Drinking (HAD-1) rats
ABSTRACT
Current research on alcoholism has focused largely on males in both clinical and
preclinical investigations. However, it is well established that although women drink less
than men, they experience more adverse physical and psychological effects from ethanol
consumption. There is also evidence that emotional status also has differential effects on
men and women. Although affective state can be assessed in rodents using ultrasonic
vocalizations (USVs), few animal studies have attempted to parse out sex differences
with regard to affect and excessive alcohol drinking. We hypothesized that USVs emitted
by high-alcohol-drinking (HAD-1) rats would reveal unique emotional phenotypes
between the two sexes that are sensitive to alcohol intake. In this study, male and female
HAD-1 rats had access to water, 15%, and 30% ethanol during 8 weeks of drinking
sessions. These 8 weeks were preceded by a 2-week Baseline Phase with access to water
only, and then succeeded by a 2-week Abstinence Phase with water only. USVs were
recorded across all weeks of the experiment. Findings showed that 22-28 kHz USVs were
emitted by both alcohol-naïve and alcohol-experienced HAD-1 rats of both sexes, but
that the Female EtOH group had an enhanced negative affect compared to their baseline.
These data suggest that negative affect plays an important role in the motivation to drink
alcohol in the HAD-1 rat line, and that this is a sex-specific effect.
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INTRODUCTION
The center of alcohol research until recent times has been largely focused on
males in both clinical and preclinical investigations. It is only recently that researchers
have become interested in the mechanisms of alcoholism in female animals and humans.
Historically, men consume more alcohol than women, but more recent data suggest that
the gap in consumption between men and women is closing (Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration, 2007). For example, in respondents aged 12 and
over, the percentage of females who were current drinkers increased between 2002 and
2012, but not males (Keyes et al., 2010). Sex differences in alcohol use behaviors in
humans emerge by the end of adolescence and persist well into adulthood (Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2007). Moreover, the human
literature indicates that although women drink less than men overall, they experience
more long-term health problems. The risk of cirrhosis, heart damage, and cancer is higher
in women than in men (Lancaster, 1995; Lishman et al., 1987; Norton et al., 1987).
Additionally, research suggests that women are more vulnerable than men to the braindamaging effects of alcohol, and require shorter periods of excessive drinking before
seeing negative effects than men (Harper et al., 1990).
In rats, the difference between the sexes is the opposite of humans, with females
drinking more than males (Almeida et al., 1998; Blanchard, Steindorf, Wang, & Glick,
1993; Juarez & Barrios de Tomasi, 1999; Lancaster, Brown, Coker, Elliott, & Wren,
1996; Lancaster & Spiegel, 1992; Li & Lumeng, 1984; Maldonado-Devincci, Alipour,
Michael, & Kirstein, 2010). Female rats that were estrogenized as neonates exhibited
similar drinking behaviors to those displayed by intact male rats (Almeida et al., 1998).
These findings suggest that sex differences in alcohol intake behaviors may be due to
differences in the female rat brain that can be attributed to developmental hormonal
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effects (Becker & Koob, 2016). Females also exhibit a greater alcohol deprivation effect
compared to males during both pre-adolescence and adolescence (Garcia-Burgos,
Manrique Zuluaga, Gallo Torre, & Gonzalez Reyes, 2010). However, very few animal
studies have addressed sex differences with regard to positive and negative emotional
states associated with alcohol use, withdrawal, and relapse, in part because these effects
are difficult to measure. Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) emitted by rats are considered
to be a reflection of their real-time emotional state and are widely accepted as animal
models of affect (Brudzynski, 2013; Burgdorf et al., 2008). Rodents emit USVs in the 5055 kHz and 22-28 kHz ranges, which are reliably associated with positive and negative
emotional states, respectively (Burgdorf et al., 2008; Burgdorf et al., 2011; Panksepp,
2011). USVs have received increased attention in drug abuse studies because
administration of cocaine (Maier et al., 2012), amphetamine (Ahrens et al., 2009) and
drug-associated cues (Ma et al., 2010; Maier et al., 2010) increase 50-55 kHz frequencymodulated (FM) USV emissions. In addition, escalated levels of alcohol consumed by
alcohol-dependent rats are significantly correlated with alcohol anticipatory 50-55 kHz
FM USVs (Buck et al., 2014) and alcohol-dependent rats in a state of withdrawal are
more easily provoked to emit negative affect-associated 22-28 kHz USVs by mild
aversive stimuli (Berger et al., 2013).
Recently, our laboratory has recorded USVs from the high-alcohol-drinking
(HAD-1) rat, which is a possible for excessive alcohol intake and alcoholism. The highalcohol-drinking (HAD-1) rats were selectively bred from the heterogeneous N/NIH
stock line for a preference of ethanol (10%, v/v) over water. The HAD-1 rats are not as
well characterized as the alcohol-preferring (P) rats but do meet most of the criteria set
forth for a suitable animal model of alcoholism (Lester & Freed, 1973; Li et al., 1993).
During a Drinking in the Dark (DID) experiment, we observed spontaneous 22-28 kHz
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USV emissions from both alcohol-naïve and alcohol-experienced HAD-1 rats, which
were further enhanced by alcohol consumption (Thakore et al., 2016). However, this
study was conducted solely in male HAD-1 rats, so any sex differences that may exist in
USV emissions have not yet been elucidated. In order to understand how sex and alcohol
consumption influences the emotional endophenotype of HAD-1 rats, we recorded
ultrasonic vocalizations in both male and female HAD-1 rats in EtOH (three bottle choice
of water, 15%, and 30% EtOH) and Control (water only) treatment groups across 12
weeks of sessions including a baseline recording, 4-hour drinking, 24-hour drinking, and
extinction. We previously reported that alcohol-experienced male HAD-1 rats show an
enhancement of 22-28 kHz USVs compared to alcohol-naïve HAD-1 rats, even though
both groups emit this call type at baseline (Thakore et al., 2016). Taking together our
previous data on HAD-1 rats and the current literature on sex differences in alcohol
drinking behavior in rats, we hypothesized that repeated and excessive alcohol
consumption will have differential effects on male and female HAD-1 rats with regard to
USV counts and acoustic parameters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We received 16 male and 16 female high-alcohol-drinking rats (HAD-1
generation = 68) from the Alcohol Research Resource Center at the Indiana University
School of Medicine at 4 weeks of age. Animals were housed under a reverse light/dark
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cycle (lights out at 1000) and were pair-housed in plastic cages (22 x 44 x 20 cm).
Animals were handled daily for 4 weeks prior to the start of the experiment outside of the
vivarium in a behavioral testing room distinguished by an olfactory cue (cinnamon
vanilla scent). Animals were group-housed in wire-topped plastic cages (22 x 44 x 20
cm) until 1 week prior to the start of the experiment when they were pair-housed. Rats
received food and water ad libitum throughout the entire experiment.

All of the

procedures were approved by the University of Texas at Austin Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.

Procedures
Apparatus
Recording sessions were conducted in the same behavioral testing room used
during the handling phase (see above). The experimental chambers within the testing
room were identical to home cages, with the addition of ultrasonic microphones (Avisoft
Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany) affixed to the top center of a sealed Plexiglas cover.
Although animals were housed in pairs in the vivarium, they were tested singly during
DID sessions.

Each animal was assigned to a specific test chamber to control for

nonspecific USV emissions induced by novel environments and conspecific odors (Wohr
et al., 2008).

USV Recording
Ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) were recorded across a range of 10–250 kHz
using CM16 microphones stored on a PC using an UltraSoundGate interface (Avisoft
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Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany) at a sampling rate of 250 kHz with 16-bit resolution.
Within the test chamber, approximate distances between the microphone center and the
animal’s head during test sessions could range from 5 cm to 28.4 cm.

USV Analyses and Algorithm Criterion
Frequency-modulated (FM) 50-55 kHz and 22-28 kHz USV counts were
quantified using the WAAVES algorithm as previously described (Reno et al., 2013).
Briefly, the WAAVES algorithm applies a set of conditions to define 50-55 kHz FM and
22-28 kHz USVs and to filter out noise elements. Some of the conditions specify USV
acoustic parameters, such as frequency range and variation (e.g., in kHz), USV call
duration and inter-call intervals (e.g., in milliseconds). Acoustic parameters and sound
conditions were defined largely in accordance with existing USV literature (Brudzynski,
2009; Burgdorf et al., 2008; Yee et al., 2012), while certain settings (e.g. minimum call
duration and inter-call intervals) were based on our experience with noise filtering during
USV data collection. For these data the WAAVES algorithm defined FM 50-55 kHz
USVs as sound units occurring within a frequency range of 30-120 kHz with a 5 ms
minimum duration and variation of 5 kHz or more over the entire USV duration. To
determine separation between individual 50-55 kHz USVs, the inter-call interval was set
at 10 ms or greater. 22-28 kHz USV calls were defined by WAAVES as those occurring
within the frequency range of 20-30 kHz with a minimum duration of 200 ms. To
differentiate between successive 22-28 kHz USVs and avoid multiple counts of a single,
long duration USV, the minimum inter-call interval was set at 100 ms.
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Acoustic parameters
Acoustic parameter data, including frequency (kHz) and duration measures of
each USV, are generated during the WAAVES tabulation process. Mean frequency was
defined as the grand mean of frequencies determined at every half millisecond of each
call. USV duration was simply the duration (ms) of each call.

Validation Process for WAAVES Automation
Subsets of USV data recorded during the DID procedure (fifty 1-min USV files
for the 50-55 kHz USVs and fifty 10-min files for the 22-28 kHz USVs) were analyzed
by research assistants blind to experimental conditions.

These data sets were then

analyzed using the WAAVES program to determine a strong correspondence between
WAAVES-generated USV counts and human-derived counts obtained through visual and
auditory means.

Drinking Sessions
Drinking sessions commenced at the start of the dark cycle for all HAD-1 rats.
Animals were housed under a reverse light/dark cycle (e.g., lights out at 1000) and
weighed 5 days per week just after lights out. After weighing, animals were transported
to the DID testing room.

Drinking sessions, conducted in the dark with only red

illumination, were 4 hours in duration and took place 5 days per week for a total of 12
weeks. During the first two weeks, rats had access to three sipper tubes filled with water
only (i.e. Baseline Phase). For the next four weeks, the animals had either 3 sipper tubes
of alcohol or water (EtOH group: H2O, 15% ethanol, and 30% ethanol; Control group:
three H2O tubes) (i.e. 4-hour Drinking Phase). For Weeks 7-10, animals only had access
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to ethanol every other day for 24 hours at a time (i.e. 24-hour Drinking Phase). Only the
first 4 hours of ethanol access were recorded. During the final two weeks, all animals had
access to three sipper tubes of water (i.e. Abstinence Phase). Fluid intake was assessed
gravimetrically after each drinking interval. USVs were recorded for the entire 4-hour
session for each rat three days per week (first, third and fifth day of each week). Swabs
were taken from all female animals after the end of each recording session in order to
assess estrous cycle.

Statistical Analyses
Daily EtOH and water intake
Mixed-design ANOVAs were used to compare weekly EtOH intake between the
Male and Female EtOH Groups across the 12 weeks of the study. The same test was used
to compare fluid intake between the two EtOH and Control Groups.

Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs
A two-tailed t-test was performed on the mean proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs
during Baseline for males and females. A mixed design ANOVA was used to compare
proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during 4-hour Drinking, 24-hour Drinking, and
Abstinence Phases. Paired two-tailed t-tests were performed to compare the proportion of
22-28 kHz USVs emitted by each group during Baseline compared to Abstinence.
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RESULTS
EtOH Intake during Drinking Sessions (4-hour Drinking Phase and 24-hour
Drinking Phase)
Both male and female HAD-1 rats gradually acquired EtOH drinking to
pharmacologically relevant levels. A comparison of the EtOH dose (g/kg) during each
week of drinking between the Male and Female EtOH groups was performed using a 2
group x 8 week mixed design ANOVA. The Female EtOH group drank significantly
more than the Male EtOH group (F(1,18)=21.85; p<0.001), and a significant week effect
(F(7,126)=25.8; p<0.001) also emerged. This effect was likely the result of both male
and female drinking activity, which increased over time (see Figure 4.1).

Total EtOH Intake during 24-hour Drinking Phase
A 2 group x 4 week mixed design ANOVA revealed that the Female EtOH group
drank significantly more during 24 hours than the Male EtOH group (F(1,18)=23.4;
p<0.001). There was also a significant week effect (F(3,54)=10.3; p<0.001), as both
males and females increased EtOH intake across the 4 weeks (see Figure 4.2).

Total Fluid Intake During All Phases
A 2 group x 12 week mixed design ANOVA revealed that the Female EtOH
group drank comparable levels of fluid to the Female Control group (F(1,14)=0.39; n.s.),
but a significant week effect (F(11,154)=8.39; p<0.001) emerged. This effect was likely
the result of both EtOH and Control group drinking activity, which show variable
patterns of fluid intake, including increasing fluid intake levels over time (see Figure
4.3A). The same held true for the males—the EtOH group drank similar levels of fluid as
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the Control group (F(1,14)=0.63; n.s.), and there was a significant effect of Week
(F(11,154)=16.73; p<0.001) (see Figure 4.3B).

Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during Baseline
Compared to all Females, all Males showed significant enhancement in the
proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs (t(16)=2.04; p<0.05) emitted during Baseline (see Figure
4.4).

Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during 4-hour Drinking, 24-hour Drinking, and
Abstinence Phases
Female EtOH vs Male EtOH
A 2 group x 10 week mixed design ANOVA showed that the Male EtOH group
had a comparable proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs to the Female EtOH group during the
4-hour Drinking Phase (F(1,162)=2.53; n.s.). There were no effects of Week or
interaction (see Figure 4.5A).

Female Control vs Male Control
A 2 group x 10 week mixed design ANOVA showed that the Male Control group
had a significantly higher proportion than the Female Control group across 4-hour, 24hour, and Abstinence Phases (F(1,90)=7.76; p<0.05; see Figure 4.5B).
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Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during Baseline vs. Abstinence Phase
The Female EtOH group had a significantly higher proportion of 22-28 kHz
USVs during the Abstinence Phase compared to their Baseline Phase (t(9)=2.3; p<0.05)
(see Figure 3.6B). This was not the case for the Male EtOH group (see Figure 4.6A), or
either of the Control groups.
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Figure 4.1 Weekly EtOH intake during 4-hour and 24-hour drinking phases
The Female EtOH group (n=10) drank significantly more than the Male EtOH
group (n=10) across Weeks 3-10 (p<0.001). The mean EtOH intake was 1.9 g/kg (+/0.05) for the Female group and 0.6 g/kg (+/- 1.6) for the Male group.
*The data shown here is only from the 4-hour recording session.

Figure 4.2 Weekly EtOH intake during the 24-hour drinking phase
The Female EtOH group (n=10) drank significantly more than the Male EtOH
group (n=10) across Weeks 7-10 during the 24-hour drinking phase. The mean ETOH
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intake was 9.8 g/kg (+/- 0.36) for the Female group and 3.7 g/kg (+/- 0.31) for the Male
group.

Figure 4.3 Weekly fluid intake across Weeks 1-12
A. The Female EtOH group (n=10) and Female Control group (n=6) drank
comparable levels of fluid, and there was a significant Week effect that is likely the result
of increasing fluid intake levels over time in both groups (p < 0.001). B. The Male EtOH
group (n=10) and Male Control group (n=6) drank comparable levels of fluid, and there
was a significant Week effect that is likely the result of increasing fluid intake levels over
time in both groups (p < 0.001).
*The data shown here is only from the 4-hour recording session
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Figure 4.4 Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during Baseline
The Male group (n=16) had a significantly higher ratio of 22-28 kHz USVs than
the Female group (n=16) (p<0.05).
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Figure 4.5 Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during 4-hour, 24-hour, and Abstinence Phases
A. The Male EtOH group (n=10) and the Female EtOH group showed a
significant week effect (p<0.05) across all phases. Inset: Baseline USVs for EtOH
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groups. B. The Male Control group (n=6) had a significantly higher ratio of 22-28 kHz
USVs than the Female Control group (n=6) across all phases (p<0.05). Inset: Baseline
USVs for Control groups.
*The data shown here is only from the 4-hour recording session.
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Figure 4.6 Proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during Baseline and Abstinence Phases
A. The proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs did not differ between the Baseline and
Abstinence Phases for the Male EtOH group (n=10). B. The Female EtOH group (n=10)
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had a significantly higher proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs during the Abstinence Phase
compared to the Baseline Phase (p<0.05).
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DISCUSSION
This study revealed that both male and female HAD-1 rats emit unprovoked 2228 kHz USVs, which are increased by alcohol experience. This finding is consistent with
our recent report on male HAD-1 rats, and spontaneous 22-28 kHz USV emissions are
not observed in any other rat line aside from the alcohol-preferring P rat (Reno et al.,
2015; Thakore et al., 2016). In addition, the proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs was greater
in alcohol-naïve males than alcohol-naïve females, whereas the proportion of negative
affect did not differ between alcohol-experienced male and female HAD-1 rats. HAD-1
rats in the EtOH condition also maintained a higher proportion of negative (e.g., 22-28
kHz) compared to positive affect (e.g., 50-55 kHz FM) USVs. Additionally, we also
found a significantly enhanced negative affect in alcohol-experienced females during
Abstinence compared to Baseline. These findings strengthen the hypothesis that chronic
alcohol intake has differential sex effects on neural pathways that mediate USV
emissions in the HAD-1 rat line.
We recently reported ethanol consumption in male HAD-1 rats that was lower
than previous reports (Thakore et al., 2016). We attributed lower ethanol consumption
levels to the extended pre-experimental handling procedures (e.g., 4 weeks of daily
handling sessions) used to decrease anxiogenic and/or negative emotional responses to
human touch since other DID studies reporting higher ethanol intake levels do not report
a handling phase in their experiments (Bell et al., 2014; Bell et al., 2004; Bell et al., 2006;
Bell et al., 2011; Bell et al., 2012). Similarly, the current study showed average ethanol
intake across both the 4-hour Drinking and 24-hour Drinking Phases for the male animals
that was noticeably lower than others have reported for HAD-1 rats. However, the
female HAD-1 rats drank significantly more EtOH than the male HAD-1 rats during both
drinking phases of the study. This stands in stark contrast to studies that have shown that
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adult HAD-1 rats do not show any sex differences in ethanol intake (Bell et al., 2008;
Dhaher, McConnell, Rodd, McBride, & Bell, 2012). These studies used different
drinking paradigms than the one presented here, so this disparate effect may be attributed
to schedule. It could also be attributed to potential behavioral effects from our
laboratory’s unique handling procedures. It is possible that female HAD-1 rats display a
reactive effect to handling that is opposite from what we postulated for the male HAD-1
rats: perhaps they do not become acclimated to human touch as readily as males, and thus
drink more as a stress response. Blankenship et al. showed that specific deficits in
avoidance responding in male HAD-1 rats led the authors to speculate that excessive
anxiety may lead to high alcohol consumption in male animals (Blankenship et al., 2000).
If so, it is conceivable that increased anxiogenic status could increase alcohol
consumption after extended handling procedures if this is a stressful experience for
female HAD-1 rats. Also, the female HAD-1 rats in this study underwent vaginal swab
collection after each drinking session before returning to their home cage, which is an
additional stressor that could enhance drinking. This sequence of events would also
support the notion that negative emotional states, such as anxiety contribute to excessive
alcohol consumption in HAD-1 rats.
The fact that female HAD-1 rats drank more than their male counterparts in this
study does not directly mirror the human condition as we understand it today. It is well
established that male humans drink significantly higher levels of alcohol than female
humans, but it is interesting to note that women are gradually increasing ethanol intake
levels, whereas men have stayed the same or decreased (Keyes et al., 2010). Moreover,
several researchers have suggested that the observed sex differences in alcohol
consumption in humans may be largely due to cultural and societal norms, wherein
women are discouraged from consuming ethanol and simply do not have the same
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opportunities for access as men do (Van Etten & Anthony, 2001; Van Etten et al., 1999).
The recent rise in alcohol consumption in women could be due to increased opportunities
for access, and may have nothing to do with a change in overall vulnerability. If this is
the case, and women continue on to surpass men in ethanol consumption, then the sex
difference in drinking we see in the HAD-1 rat line may be a suitable model for the
human condition.
At Baseline, male HAD-1 rats have a higher proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs than
their female counterparts. During this Baseline Phase, it is important to note that all
animals are alcohol-naïve. Although both males and females emit this USV type
spontaneously, males have a higher proportion, suggesting that they have a higher
baseline negative affect than females. The presence of a baseline negative affect in the
male HAD-1 rat is expected, based on the results of our previous drinking-in-the-dark
study (Reno, et al 2015). It is interesting to note that although the female HAD-1 rats also
emit more 22-28 kHz USVs than the average lab rat, they do not appear to have as high
of a baseline negative affect as males. Furthermore, this effect persists throughout the
next three phases of the experiment for the control animals. The Male Control group
consistently has a higher proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs than the Female Control group
from the 4-hour Drinking Phase all the way to the end of the Abstinence Phase. On the
other hand, there was no difference in the proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs between the
sexes in the EtOH condition. This suggests that drinking alcohol pushes the female HAD1 rats’ affect closer to that of the males. To further support this notion, when comparing
the Female EtOH group’s Baseline Phase affect to their Abstinence Phase affect, they
have a significantly higher negative affect after alcohol experience than before. This is
not the case with the Male EtOH group, or either of the Control groups.
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Human studies have convincingly proven that females are more vulnerable to the
various adverse physical effects of alcohol, such as heart, liver, and brain damage
(Lancaster, 1995; Norton et al., 1987). The present study provides evidence that females
are also more sensitive to alcohol’s effects on emotions, specifically with regard to
negative affect. A handful of studies have examined sex differences in the connection
between disordered alcohol drinking and psychological distress. Overall, these studies
found that female alcoholics experience depression more frequently than male alcoholics,
and are more likely to use alcohol to alter their mood than males (Litman, Stapleton,
Oppenheim, Peleg, & Jackson, 1983; Olenick & Chalmers, 1991; Windle & Miller,
1989). This phenomenon could potentially be modeled in animals using the HAD-1
female rat—their enhanced negative affect during Abstinence compared to Baseline
suggests that they may be more vulnerable to the alcohol deprivation effect, which is an
analogue for relapse in humans. Additionally, alcoholic women are more depressed than
non-alcoholic women (Conte, Plutchik, Picard, Galanter, & Jacoby, 1991). There is also a
body of literature that suggests that mood (negative emotion in particular) is a greater
relapse risk factor for women than for men (Litman et al., 1983). The enhancement of
negative affect relative to positive affect USVs in the Female EtOH group resonates with
these human study results, and suggests that female HAD-1 rats are an appropriate animal
model for human female alcoholics.
Although the HAD-1 rat line is not as well studied as it’s alcohol-preferring (P
rat) counterpart, our studies on USVs and alcohol consumption in males and females has
just begun to shed light on the emotional phenotype that drives excessive drinking in this
strain. Our findings are consistent with the notion that a negative emotional profile
contributes to excessive alcohol consumption, and that females are more vulnerable to the
negative effects of ethanol than males. However, there is a dearth of literature on the
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relationship between alcohol abuse, emotion, and sex, and more in-depth studies are
needed to expand on the use of the HAD-1 rat line as a model for both male and female
alcoholics.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
USVS AND SELF-ADMINISTRATION OF OPIATES
Most of the literature on USVs and drugs of abuse has focused heavily on
stimulants, such as cocaine and amphetamine. A handful of studies have attempted to
measure USVs in response to morphine administration, but have resulted in mixed
results. Moreover, none of these experiments used a self-administration paradigm, which
is a highly translational design for recreational drug use. The study presented in Chapter
2 is the first of its kind, because it measured USV emission throughout an entire 2-hour
self-administration session of morphine across 20 days.
Up until this study in Chapter 2, the general consensus in the field of USVs is that
morphine fails to promote positive affect USVs (Hamed et al., 2012; Simola et al., 2012;
Simola et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2012). Wright et al. recently found that both
experimenter-administered subcutaneous morphine and morphine-conditioned cues failed
to enhance 50-55 kHz USVs (Wright et al., 2012). Our findings stand in direct contrast to
this. Our finding that schedule of access to self-administration of morphine has a direct
effect on hedonia is a novel one. The fact that the Intermittent Morphine group expressed
a higher proportion of FM USVs compared to all positive USVs than the Chronic
Morphine group indicates that morphine has subtle effects on positive affect USV profile
of Wistar rats. These subtle effects may not be evident when experimenters do not use a
self-administration paradigm, and may also be unique to intravenous administration. All
of the studies referenced above used subcutaneous or intraperitoneal administration by
experimenters. Our findings are important because they have translational relevance to
human experience. For example, most people who abuse opiate drugs do not have
consistent access on a daily basis (i.e. 5 consecutive days in a week). Rather, most
recreational drug users ingest drugs sporadically, with days or weeks in between use. Our
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Intermittent Morphine condition mimics this human phenomenon, and is the first to do so
in a self-administration experiment while concurrently assessing USVs. We have shown
that intermittent use produces more hedonia than chronic use, which could have huge
implications for translational animal research on opiate abuse. Moving forward with the
knowledge we have gleaned from this study, we can better understand the subtle effects
of opiate reward in humans as well as animals.

USVS IN AN ANIMAL MODEL OF ALCOHOLISM
Chapters 3 and 4 present studies that are the first of their kind. They measure both
positive affect and negative affect USVs during prolonged sessions of drinking across
months of ethanol drinking in a proposed animal model of alcoholism. The High Alcohol
Drinking (HAD-1) rat is not nearly as well studied for this purpose as the AlcoholPreferring (P) rat. Here, we attempted to close that gap with studies utilizing both male
and female HAD-1 rats. To accomplish this, we used our recently developed automated
USV analysis program WAAVES (Reno et al., 2013) to classify each USV emitted as
either a 50-55 kHz FM USV or 22-28 kHz USV.
The primary findings of our first report was that 1) basal 22-28 kHz USVs were
emitted by both EtOH-Naïve (Control) and EtOH-experienced HAD-1 rats, 2) alcohol
experience enhanced 22-28 kHz USV emissions, and 3) USV mean frequency of both
positive and negative USVs were significantly suppressed by chronic alcohol experience.
These data suggest that negative affective status initiates and maintains excessive alcohol
intake in selectively bred male HAD-1 rats and support the notion that unprovoked
emissions of negative affect-associated USVs predict vulnerability to excessive alcohol
intake in distinct rodent models. Because we know that negative affective states and
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corresponding 22-28 kHz USVs are initiated by the ascending cholinergic pathways
(Brudzynski, 2001) and that USV acoustic characteristics can be manipulated by
activation of these neural pathways (Bihari et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2006), our
findings indicate that the cholinergic system plays a critical role in ethanol drinking
motivation in the HAD-1 rat. Moreover, this intersection of cholinergic activation,
negative affect, and 22-28 kHz USVs may contribute to the overall emotional phenotype
of the HAD-1 rat. Studies have shown that HAD-1 rats score significantly higher on
impulsivity and risk-taking measures than their low-alcohol-drinking (LAD-1)
counterparts (Wilhelm & Mitchell, 2008). In the human literature, these impulsivity and
risk-taking traits are associated with negative urgency and increased motivation to drink
ethanol (Dom et al., 2006; Rubio et al., 2008; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2007; VerdejoGarcia et al., 2008). The findings of our work in this dissertation are analogous to the
human condition: heightened impulsivity traits such as negative urgency lead to high
levels of alcohol consumption, which then cause behavioral expression of impulsivity
traits. Taking all of this together, we can infer that the unique intersection of negative
affect, alcohol consumption, and cholinergic activation in the HAD-1 rat can be used to
model alcoholism in humans.
The study in Chapter 4 is the first report of USVs emitted from both male and
female HAD-1 rats. These results showed that both male and female HAD-1 rats emit
unprovoked 22-28 kHz USVs, which are increased by alcohol experience. This finding is
consistent with our recent report on male HAD-1 rats, and spontaneous 22-28 kHz USV
emissions are not observed in any other rat line aside from the Alcohol-Preferring P rats.
In addition, the proportion of 22-28 kHz USVs was greater in alcohol-naïve males than
alcohol-naïve females, whereas the proportion of negative affect did not differ between
alcohol-experienced male and female HAD-1 rats. HAD-1 rats in the EtOH condition
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also maintained a higher proportion of negative (e.g., 22-28 kHz) compared to positive
affect (e.g., 50-55 kHz FM) USVs. Additionally, we also found a significantly enhanced
negative affect in alcohol-experienced females during Abstinence compared to Baseline.
These findings support the human literature that suggests that female alcoholics are more
prone to self-treating negative emotional states with alcohol than male alcoholics (Litman
et al., 1983). Therefore, we can predict that because female HAD-1 rats have a higher
negative affect after drinking compared to baseline, they are likely to show a strong
alcohol deprivation effect (ADE). This behavior mirrors the human condition in the sense
that these rats are “self-treating” their negative affect by drinking, as female alcoholics
are prone to do. Another critical point to note is that female HAD-1 rats drank more than
male animals in our study, which is not consistent with the current human condition,
wherein women drink less than men. However, there is strong epidemiologic evidence
that women are increasing their levels of drinking whereas men are staying the same, or
possibly even decreasing (Keyes et al., 2010). It is possible that females could soon outdrink their male counterparts, which would then make the HAD-1 rat line a suitable
model not only for alcoholism, but for sex differences in alcoholism as well.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The implications of this work for research on both opiate and alcohol abuse are
strong. For example, it would be interesting to examine how emotional processing in
humans differs in sporadic opiate use (i.e. recreational users) compared to chronic,
regular use (i.e. patients dependent on opiates due to use for chronic pain). There is very
sparse literature on this topic, but further investigation may produce novel, more targeted
approaches to treatment. From our experiment, we now have a way of measuring
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enhanced hedonia in response to morphine in rodents. We also know that USVs are a
more sensitive measure of morphine reward than lever pressing or locomotor activity,
because these measures did not differ between schedules of access. The work presented
here has laid the foundation for future studies to utilize USVs as a target for
pharmaceutical interventions that may alter rewarding aspects of morphine and
morphine-associated cues, and ultimately aid in the prevention of both opiate dependence
and relapse.
Another implication of this work is on future studies on sex differences in drug
abuse, with a focus on emotional phenotypes motivating alcohol consumption in
particular. It is clear from the study in Chapter 4 that there are differences between male
and female HAD-1 rats with regard to emotional response to voluntary ethanol
consumption. It is well established that women are more susceptible to craving and
relapse (Litman, et al 1983), which have been historically difficult to assess in animals.
Here, we have merged an animal model for emotional phenotype to an animal model of
alcoholism and have thus provided a unique platform on which to examine the important
differences in the drug addiction cycle between the two sexes. We have barely scratched
the surface of this novel model for affect in alcoholism, so the opportunities for future
studies are endless. For instance, we have only reported data on USV counts from male
and female HAD-1 rats. Our study with only male HAD-1 rats indicates that alcohol does
have an effect on acoustic parameters of USVs (e.g., mean frequency, duration,
bandwidth, power, etc.) but the existence and magnitude of such effects is unknown in
females. It is quite possible that there are sex differences in the acoustic parameters of
USVs that could serve as meaningful measures of other aspects of the addiction cycle. A
deeper understanding of the emotional phenotype of both male and female HAD-1 rats
could lead to future therapeutic interventions for alcoholism. This dissertation has
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produced what is hopefully only the beginning of an important and exciting avenue of
research.
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